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Introduction
For a small category A, a crossed A-group G is a family {Gpaq}aPA of groups
equipped with
• an A-set structure Gpaq ˆApb, aq Ñ Gpbq; and
• a left action Gpaq ˆApb, aq Ñ Apb, aq
which are so compatible as if they form a double category. The notion was
originally introduced in the simplicial case A “ ∆; namely, Fiedorowicz and
Loday [10] (and independently Krasauskas [15] with the different name skew-
simplicial groups) studied crossed simplicial groups to understand the cyclic
homology HC˚pAq for associative algebras from a categorical viewpoint. They
pointed out that it is a special case of the homology HG˚pAq associated with
crossed simplicial groups G. We here sketch the construction: first, it turns out
that one can associate each crossed simplicial groupG with a category ∆G called
the total category of G, which is endowed with a bijective-on-object functor
∆ Ñ ∆G. For each natural number n P N, one also has Aut∆Gprnsq – Gn.
Hence, roughly speaking, a functor X : ∆opG Ñ C is a kind of a simplicial object
with G-symmetry. In particular, if C is the category Modk of modules over a
commutative ring k, a group HGnpXq PModk is
HGnpXq :“ Tor
∆G
k pk,Xq ,
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where the Tor∆G˚ is the Tor˚ taken in the functor category Mod
∆
op
G
k . Each
algebras over k gives rise to a functor Ab : ∆G Ñ Modk with A
b
n – A
bn`1,
so we obtain the G-homology group HGnpAq for algebras. For example, take
G “ Λ the crossed simplicial set with each level set Λn being the cyclic group
of order n` 1. Then, the category ∆Λ is Connes’ cyclic category [4] so functors
∆opΛ Ñ C are usually called cyclic objects in C. The resulting homology group
HGnpAq coincides with the cyclic homology group of A.
Note that, in [10], it is also pointed out that the geometric realization |G|
of a crossed simplicial group G is canonically a topological group or sometimes
even a Lie group. Hence, crossed simplicial groups are themselves geometrically
interesting. Dyckerhoff and Kapranov [8] studied them in this point of view.
Another kind of crossed groups were studied by Batanin and Markl [2]; the
crossed interval groups. We denote by ∇ the category of totally ordered set with
distinct maximum and minimum elements and order-preserving maps respect-
ing them, which is sometimes called the category of intervals. A crossed interval
group is a crossed ∇-group. They introduced the notion to investigate symme-
tries on the Hochschild cohomology in view of operads. A point is the following
observation: some of the structures on (symmetric) operads are controlled by
the crossed interval group S of the symmetric groups. This evokes the idea of
categories of operators by May and Thomason [18], which suggests we see oper-
ads as a sort of fibrations of the form Ob Ñ Fin˚, here Fin˚ is the category of
pointed finite sets and pointed maps. Note that Lurie’s definition of 8-operads
[16] is actually based on it. On the other hand, a planar (or non-symmetric)
operad is essentially a fibration over ∇; forgetting symmetries is realized as the
pullback along the functor ∇ Ñ Fin˚ collapsing min and max. Actually, the
total category∇S lives between ∇ and Fin˚. This suggests we consider operads
symmetric over general crossed interval groups and classify them.
In both cases above, we can say that a crossed A-group presents an intrinsic
symmetry on A so that it provides a symmetric version of the notion of the
“theory A;” in the simplicial abelian case, we get the theory of G-symmetric
homologies (cf. Dold-Kan correspondence [5] between simplicial abelian groups
and chain complexes) while, in the interval case, we would get the notion of
G-symmetric operads. Hence, the study of crossed A-groups is not irrelevant to
that of A itself. In particular, the terminal crossed A-group may have all the
information on the intrinsic symmetry on A. Furthermore, a classification of
crossed A-subgroups of it will also classifies the symmetries on A. For example,
according to [10], the terminal crossed simplicial group, say W∆, consists of
the hyperoctahedral groups Hn :“ Sn ˙ pZ{2Zq
ˆn, which enables the notion
of parities as well as permutations. The complete list of crossed simplicial
subgroups of W∆ is found in [10] as well as in the appendix of this paper.
We denote by CrsGrpA the category of crossed interval groups, and the
problem is to find the terminal object. Unfortunately, for some reason, there
were few works on the category itself, so we only have poor tools to do that.
Hence, in this paper, we aim to achieve the first step making a basic and com-
prehensive understanding on it, especially from a categorical viewpoint. More
precisely, we prove local presentability of CrsGrpA in two different ways: by
the cardinality argument and by the monadicity.
In Section 2, we will achieve it in the first way; namely, we see there is
a cardinal κ so that only κ many elements can involve in the operations of
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crossed A-groups simultaneously. In particular, it guarantees the existence of
the terminal crossed A-group TA. This is a standard procedure to verify lo-
cal presentability, it does not provide any constructive way of computations.
Although we give direct computations of some limits and colimits, the explicit
form of TA is still unknown at this stage.
That is why we discuss it individually in Section 3 where we compute TA for
a sort of small categories A satisfying certain special properties. For example,
we will obtain explicit descriptions in the simplicial and interval cases, so the
computation recovers the result of [10]. Note that, if one obtains an explicit
form of TA, it leads to a classification result of crossed A-groups. Indeed, we
can index crossed A-group G with the image of the unique map G Ñ TA. In
particular, we will obtain the classification of crossed interval groups in this way,
which Batanin and Markl concerned about in their paper [2]. The detail is put
in Appendix A, where we will prove a crossed analogue of Goursat’s Lemma.
On the other hand, in Section 4, we exhibits crossed A-groups as monoid
objects in the slice category Set
{TA
A over the category of A-sets. We introduce
a monoidal structure on the category and prove it is monoidally closed. As a
result, the category of monoid objects, which are called crossed A-monoids, is
monadic over the presheaf topos, so it is locally presentable. It will be shown
that the category of crossed A-groups is both reflective and coreflective subcat-
egory; like monoids v.s. groups.
Another important problem is the base change along functors, which we will
discuss in Section 5. To avoid certain difficulties, we will not treat with arbitrary
functors but only with faithful functors. In particular, we are interested in the
functors ∆ ãÑ ∆˜Ñ ∇, which adds max and min to each finite linearly ordered
set. We will see they induce adjunctions
CrsGrp∆
""
<< CrsGrp∆˜K
Koo CrsGrp
{HˆC2
∆˜
""
<< CrsGrp∇K
Koo .
using Kan extensions and Adjoint Lifting Theorem. This useful theorem enables
us to compute left adjoint functors explicitly as soon as we have left Kan ex-
tensions. The author expects that these basechange functors may explain how
to relate symmetries available on homologies and those on monoidal categories
where homologies lie in.
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1 Definition and examples
In this first section, we recall the basic definitions and examples of crossed
groups.
Notation. If A is a small category, we denote by SetA the category of A-sets;
i.e. presheaves over A. For each object a P A, we will write Aras P SetA the
presheaf represented by a.
Definition. Let A be a small category. Then, a crossed A-group is an A-set
G P SetA together with data
• a group structure on Gpaq for each a P A, and
• a left action Gpbq ˆApa, bq Ñ Apa, bq; px, ϕq ÞÑ ϕx of the group Gpbq on
Apa, bq for each a, b P A;
which satisfy the following conditions:
(CGi) for ϕ : aÑ b and ψ : bÑ c in A, and for x P Gpcq, we have
pψϕqx “ ψxϕψ
˚pxq ;
(CGii) for ϕ : aÑ b and x, y P Gpbq, we have
ϕ˚pxyq “ pϕyq˚pxqϕ˚pyq .
We can describe two conditions (CGi) and (CGii) more categorically: con-
sider a map
crs : Gpbq ˆApa, bq Ñ Apa, bq ˆGpaq ; px, ϕq ÞÑ pϕx, ϕ˚pxqq . (1.1)
Then, (CGi) and (CGii) are respectively equivalent to the commutativities of
the diagrams
Gpcq ˆApb, cq ˆApa, bq
idˆcomp

~crs // Apb, cq ˆApa, bq ˆGpaq
compˆid

Gpcq ˆApa, cq
crs // Apa, cq ˆGpaq
(1.2)
and
Gpcq ˆGpcq ˆApb, cq
mulˆid

~crs // Apb, cq ˆGpbq ˆGpbq
idˆmul

Gpcq ˆApb, cq
crs // Apb, cq ˆGpbq
(1.3)
where ~crs indicates appropriate compositions of the map crs.
Lemma 1.1. Let A be a small category, and let G be a crossed A-group.
(1) For each a P A, the action of Gpaq on Apa, aq preserves the identity mor-
phism; i.e. idx “ id for any x P Gpaq.
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(2) For each a, b P A, the action of Gpbq on Apa, bq preserves monomorphisms
and split epimorphisms.
(3) For every morphism ϕ : a Ñ b P A, the map ϕ˚ : Gpbq Ñ Gpaq preserves
the units of the groups. Moreover, if ϕ is Gpbq-invariant, then ϕ˚ is a
group homomorphism.
Proof. The assertions (1) and (3) easily follow from the conditions (CGi) and
(CGii) respectively. It remains to show (2). It immediately follows from (CGi)
that the action of Gpaq on Apa, bq preserves split epimorphisms. To see it also
preserves monomorphisms, take an arbitrary monomorphism δ : a Ñ b in A,
and let x P Gpbq. Given two morphisms ϕ1, ϕ2 : c Ñ a, suppose δ
xϕ1 “ δ
xϕ2.
By the condition (CGi), we have
δxϕi “ δ
xpϕ
δ˚pxq´1
i q
δ˚pxq “ pδϕ
δ˚pxq´1
i q
x
for i “ 1, 2. Since δ is a monomorphism, we get ϕ1 “ ϕ2. This implies δ
x is a
monomorphism, and we obtain (2).
Corollary 1.2. Let A be a small category. Then, if t P A is a terminal object,
for every crossed A-group G, and for each object a P A, the unique map aÑ t
induces a group homomorphism Gptq Ñ Gpaq. Dually, if s P A is an initial
object, the unique map sÑ a induces a group homomorphism Gpaq Ñ Gpsq.
Corollary 1.3. Let A be a small category, and let G be a crossed A-group.
Then, if the action Gpaq on Apb, aq is trivial for each a, b P A, then G is A-
group; i.e. a group object in the category SetA.
Remark 1.4. The converse of Corollary 1.3 holds: every A-group can be seen as
a crossed A-group with the trivial actions on each Apa, bq. To distinguish such
a crossed group from general crossed groups, we often say it is non-crossed. If
we write GrpA the category of (non-crossed) A-groups, there is a fully faithful
embedding
GrpA Ñ CrsGrpA .
Definition. Let A be a small category, and let G and H be crossed A-groups.
Then, a mapGÑ H of crossedA-groups is a map ofA-sets which is a degreewise
group homomorphism respecting the actions on Apa, bq for each a, b P A.
Clearly, crossed A-groups and maps of them form a category, which we will
denote by CrsGrpA. Then, the following result is obvious.
Proposition 1.5. For every small category A, the category CrsGrpA admits
an initial object; namely, the terminal A-set ˚ with the unique crossed group
structure.
Because of the compatibility condition in the definition of maps of crossed
groups, the terminal A-set ˚ is no longer terminal in the category CrsGrpA in
general. Nevertheless, for each crossed A-group G, there still exists the unique
A-set map G Ñ ˚, and it makes sense to ask whether it is a map of crossed
groups or not. In this point of view, we can rephrase Corollary 1.3 as follows.
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Corollary 1.6. Let A be a small category. Then, a crossed A-group G is a
(non-crossed) A-group if and only if the unique A-map G Ñ ˚ is a map of
crossed A-groups. Consequently, there is a canonical equivalence
GrpA » CrsGrp
{˚
A
of categories which respects the canonical functors into CrsGrpA.
In Section 3, we will see the category CrsGrpA also admits a terminal
object, which is hard to compute in general. In particular, it does not necessarily
conincides with the initial object ˚ P CrsGrpA, and this implies the category
CrsGrpA is not pointed. Nevertheless, we can consider the notion of images and
kernels of maps of crossed groups in an intuitive way. Indeed, if ϕ : GÑ H is a
map of crossed A-groups, then it turns out that its degreewise image and kernel
respectively form crossed A-groups. An important consequence of Corollary 1.6
is that the kernel of a map of crossed groups is always a (non-crosssed)A-group.
In the case A is the simplex category ∆, crossed ∆-groups are usually called
crossed simplicial groups, and they were of central interest in previous works
such as [15], [10], and [7]. We recall the definition of ∆; it is the category whose
objects are the totally ordered sets
rns :“ {0, . . . , n}
for n P N and whose morphisms are order-preserving maps. We, however, here
introduce two other categories, which are more important than ∆ throughout
this paper. Define a category ∆˜ to consists of the totally ordered sets
〈n〉 :“ {1, . . . , n}
for n P N as objects and order-preserving maps as morphisms. The third cate-
gory ∇ looks also similar but of a bit technically different form; the objects are
totally ordered sets
〈〈n〉〉 :“ {´8, 1, . . . , n,8}
for n P N, and the morphisms are order-preserving maps that respects ´8 and
8. We call crossed ∆˜-groups and crossed∇-groups augmented crossed simplicial
groups and crossed interval groups respectively; the latter is due to [2]. We have
a canonical functors
∆ // ∆˜ // ∇
rks
✤ // 〈k ` 1〉, 〈l〉 ✤ // 〈〈l〉〉
. (1.4)
The first functor is fully faithful, and the last is faithful and bijective on objects.
Remark 1.7. The category ∇ is sometimes called the category of intervals. As
pointed out in the unpublished note [12] by Joyal, we have an isomorphism
∇ – ∆op .
Although we do not use this fact in this paper, the reader should notice that the
Segal condition on simplicial spaces can also be seen as a condition on functors
∇Ñ Spaces.
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Now, we are giving several examples below. For this, it is convenient to use
joins of ordered sets : for two partially ordered sets P and Q, we denote by P ‹Q
their join. For example, there is a unique isomorphism 〈m〉 ‹ 〈n〉 – 〈m ` n〉 of
ordered sets. Note that the underlying set of P ‹Q is just P >Q.
Example 1.8. We define a crossed interval group S as follows:
• for each n P N, Sn is the n-th permutation group, or the permutation
group on the set 〈〈n〉〉 fixing ˘8;
• for ϕ : 〈〈m〉〉Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 P ∇, we define ϕ˚ : Sn Ñ Sm as follows: for σ P Sn,
ϕ˚pσq is the permutation on 〈〈m〉〉 given as the composition
〈m〉 – ϕ´1{´8} ‹ ϕ´1{1} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{n} ‹ ϕ´1{8}
Ñ ϕ´1{´8} ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1p1q} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1pnq} ‹ ϕ´1{8} – 〈m〉 ,
where the first and the last maps are the unique order-preserving bijec-
tions;
• for σ P Sn, the action on ∇p〈〈m〉〉, 〈〈n〉〉q is given by
ϕσ : 〈〈m〉〉 – ϕ´1{´8} ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1p1q} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1pnq} ‹ ϕ´1{8}
Ñ {´8} ‹ {1} . . .{n} ‹ {8} – 〈〈n〉〉 .
The conditions (CGi) and (CGii) are verified easily. We also have similar con-
structions for braid groups, pure braid groups, and so on.
Example 1.9. For each natural number n, we denote by Cn the cyclic group of
order n, which is canonically embedded in the symmetric group Sn. Although
the subsets Cn Ă Sn do not define an interval subset of S defined in Exam-
ple 1.8, one can see that they actually form an augmented simplicial subset,
which we denote by Λ, so Λn “ Cn. The augmented simplicial structure is
explicitly described as follows: for µ : 〈m〉 Ñ 〈n〉 P ∆˜, µ˚ : Λn Ñ Λm is given
by
µ˚pσqpiq ” i` σpµpiqq ´ µpiq pmod nq .
Clearly Λ is a crossed augmented simplicial group. Note that the category ∆Λ
defined in Proposition 1.12 is called the Connes’ cycle category after Connes’
work [4] on the cyclic homology and sometimes denoted just by Λ (see Re-
mark 1.13).
Example 1.10. Recall that the wreath product of a group G by Sn is the group
G ≀Sn :“ Sn ˙G
ˆn
whose underlying set is Sn ˆG
ˆn with multiplication given by
pσ; ~xqpτ ; ~yq “ pστ ; τ˚p~xq ¨ ~yq ,
where, if ~x “ px1, . . . , xnq and ~y “ py1, . . . , ynq
τ˚p~xq ¨ ~y :“ pxτp1qy1, . . . , xτpnqynq .
In particular the case G “ C2 is the cyclic group of order 2, Hn :“ C2 ≀ Sn is
the Weyl group of the root system Bn, which is called the n-th hyperoctahedral
group.
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We claim that the family {Hn}n forms a crossed interval group H. Set
Hp〈〈n〉〉q :“ Hn, and for ϕ : 〈〈m〉〉Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 P ∇, we define ϕ˚ : Hn Ñ Hm by
ϕ˚pσ; ~εq :“ pϕ˚pσqβϕpεq;ϕ
˚p~εqq ,
where
• ϕ˚pσq is the permutation on 〈〈m〉〉 defined in Example 1.8;
• βϕp~εq is the permutation given by
〈〈m〉〉 – ϕ´1{´8} ‹ ϕ´1{1} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{n} ‹ ϕ´1{8}
id>βε1>¨¨¨>βεn>id
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ϕ´1{´8} ‹ ϕ´1{1} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{n} ‹ ϕ´1{8} – 〈〈m〉〉 ,
where each β : ϕ´1{j}Ñ ϕ´1{j} is the order-reversing map;
• if ~ε “ pε1, . . . , εnq, then
ϕ˚p~εq “ pεϕp1q, . . . , εϕpmqq
with the assumption ε˘8 “ 1.
This actually defines an interval set
H : ∇op Ñ Set .
It is moreover verified that H together with the action of Hn on ∇p〈〈m〉〉, 〈〈n〉〉q
through Hn Ñ Sn is a crossed interval group, which is called Hyperoctahedral
crossed interval group.
Example 1.11. Let G be a crossed A-group. If ϕ : A1 Ñ A is a faithful functor
such that the image of the map
ϕ : A1pa, bq Ñ ApF paq, F pbqq
is stable under Gpϕpbqq-action, then the restricted A-set ϕ˚pGq inherits a struc-
ture of crossed A1-groups. For example, it is verified that the canonical functors
∆ ãÑ ∆˜ ãÑ ∇ given in (1.4) pull back the Hyperoctahedral crossed interval
group H to crossed groups on ∆ and ∆˜ respectively. We call both of them
Hyperoctahedral crossed simplicial groups and also denote by H by abuse of
notation. This construction is discussed in more detail in Section 5.
We finally mention that we can associate each crossed A-group with a cat-
egory that is an extension of A. More precisely, we have the following result,
which is a direct consequence of the commutative squares (1.2) and (1.3) to-
gether with Lemma 1.1.
Proposition 1.12. Let A be a small category. Suppose we are given an A-set
G together with a group structure on Gpaq and a left action on Apb, aq for each
a, b P A. Then, G is a crossed A-group if and only if the following data defines
a category AG:
• object: the same as A;
• morphism: for a, b P A, AGpa, bq “ Apa, bq ˆGpaq;
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• composition: given by
Apb, cq ˆGpbq ˆApa, bq ˆGpaq
idˆcrsˆid
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Apb, cq ˆApa, bq ˆGpaq ˆGpaq
compˆmul
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Apa, cq ˆGpaq ,
where the map crs is one defined by (1.1). In this case, the canonical map
Apa, bq Ñ AGpa, bq defines a functor which is faithful and bijective on objects.
Remark 1.13. If A has no non-trivial isomorphism, then for each crossed A-
group G, and for each a P A, we have
Gpaq “ AutAGpaq .
Moreover, the whole crossedA-group structure on G can be recovered as follows:
for x P Gpaq “ AutAGpaq and for f : b Ñ a P A, the composition xf : b Ñ a P
AG is uniquely represented by a pair pg, yq with g : b Ñ a P A and y P Gpbq.
Clearly, g “ fx and y “ f˚pxq. In other words, the crossed A-group structure
on G involves the unique factorization property of the category AG. In the case
A is the simplex category ∆, formal statements and proofs will be found in
[10] (Proposition 1.7). Note that, in these papers, crossed simplicial groups are
defined as extensions of the category ∆.
2 Cocompleteness and completeness
We investigate elementary properties of the category CrsGrpA with regard to
colimits and limits. Throughout the section, we fix a small category A. Note
that the problem is not as easy as in the case of usual algebraic categories over
A. For example, as pointed out in the previous section, terminal objects in
CrsGrpA are already highly non-trivial, and it shows that the forgetful functor
CrsGrpA Ñ SetA does not preserve limits.
We begin with colimits since the situation is somehow easier than limits. For
a small category A, we denote by A0 the maximal discrete subcategory of A;
that is, the subcategory with the same objects and the identities. Since crossed
A-groups are by definition degreewise groups, we have the forgetful functor
CrsGrpA Ñ GrpA0 .
Proposition 2.1. The forgetful functor CrsGrpA Ñ GrpA0 creates arbitrary
small colimits. Consequently, the category CrsGrpA is cocomplete.
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 1.5, CrsGrpA has an initial object which is still
initial in GrpA0 . Thus, it suffices to show the functor CrsGrpA Ñ GrpA0
creates both pushouts and filtered colimits. The latter is obvious since only
finitely many variables appear simultaneously in the axioms of crossedA-groups.
As for pushouts, suppose we are given a span
G1
f1
ÐÝ H
f2
ÝÑ G2
in the category CrsGrpA. It is well-known that the pushout of the span in
GrpA0 , which we write G1 ˚H G2 to distinguish it with the pushout of the
underlying A-sets, is given as follows: for each a P A0, the group pG1 ˚H G2qpaq
is the quotient of the free monoid over the set G1YG2, regarding G1XG2 “ {e},
by the relation „ generated by
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• insertions and deletions of the unit, i.e. for xi P G1 YG2,
px1, . . . , xnq „ px1, . . . , xk, e, xk`1, . . . , xnq ;
• multiplicativities of G1 and G2, i.e. for xi P G1 Y G2 with xk and xk`1
lying in the common group,
px1, . . . , xnq „ px1, . . . , xk´1, xkxk`1, xk`2, . . . , xnq ;
• H-invariance, i.e. for xi P G1 YG2 with xk P Gj and xk`1 P Gj1 , and for
h P H ,
px1, . . . , xnq „ px1, . . . , xk´1, xkfjphq
´1, fj1phqxk`1, xk`2, . . . , xnq .
For each morphism ϕ : a Ñ b P A, we define a map ϕ˚ : pG1 ˚H G2qpbq Ñ
pG1 ˚H G2qpaq inductively by
ϕ˚peq “ e
ϕ˚px1, . . . , xnq “ pϕ
xnq˚px1, . . . , xn´1qϕ
˚pxnq .
It is easily verified the definition is invariant under the relation above, so ϕ˚ is
well-defined. Now, it is tedious but not difficult to see it is a unique structure
which makes G1 ˚H G2 into a crossed A-group, which completes the proof.
Corollary 2.2. The forgetful functor CrsGrpA Ñ SetA creates filtered colim-
its.
Proof. We have the following commutative square of forgetful functors:
CrsGrpA
//

SetA

GrpA0
// SetA0
By Proposition 2.1, the left functor creates filtered colimits, and it is well-known
that so does the right and the bottom. Hence, the top functor also creates
filtered colimits, which is exactly what we want to show.
We now get into a difficult part: the limits. Fortunately, it turns out that
the essential difficulty comes only from terminal objects and not from pullbacks.
Proposition 2.3. Let C be a category with a terminal object. Then, the for-
getful functor CrsGrpA Ñ SetA creates C-limits. In particular, the category
CrsGrpA has pullbacks which are computed degreewisely.
Proof. Put t P C a terminal object, and suppose we are given a functor G‚ :
C Ñ CrsGrpA. Taking the limit in the category SetA, we put G8 “ limC G‚ P
SetA. Note that G8 admits a unique degreewise group structure so that the
canonicalA-map G8 Ñ Gc is a degreewise group homomorphism for each c P C.
In particular, for each a P A, the group G8paq inherits an action on Apb, aq for
each b P A through the homomorphism G8paq Ñ Gtpaq. One can then see these
structures exhibit G8 as a crossed A-group.
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In order to show the existence of a terminal object, we furthermore show
the category CrsGrpA is locally presentable. Indeed, it is known that as for
locally presentable categories, limits can be realized as colimits. Fortunately,
CrsGrpA is cocomplete, so, in view of Corollary 2.47 in [1], we only have to
show the accessibility. Now, for a small category C, we denote by |C| the
cardinality of the set of morphisms of C. Then, in the rest of the section, we
are to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a small category, and let κ be an (infinite) regular
cardinal greater than ω ˆ |A|, here ω is the smallest infinite cardinal. Then,
the category CrsGrpA is locally κ-presentable; i.e. it is cocomplete, and every
object can be written as a κ-filtered colimit of κ-small objects.
Corollary 2.5. For every small category A, the category CrsGrpA is both
complete and cocomplete. In particular, it admits a terminal object.
We first give a criterion for the smallness of object in CrsGrpA. Recall
that, as for an ordinary set S, it is κ-small in Set precisely if |S| ă κ. Thus, a
key idea is considering the functor
p ¨ q : CrsGrpA Ñ Set ; G ÞÑ G :“
∐
aPA
Gpaq
to compare smallnesses in these two categories.
Lemma 2.6. Let κ be a regular cardinal greater than |A|. Then, a crossed
A-group G is κ-small provided the cardinality of the set G is less than κ.
Proof. Let G P CrsGrpA with |G| ă κ. We have to show that the functor
CrsGrpApG, ¨ q : CrsGrpA Ñ Set
preserves κ-filtered colimits. In view of Corollary 1.7 in [1], it suffices to verify
the preservation only for sequential ones. Suppose λ is an ordinal of cofinality
at least κ; i.e. every subset S Ă λ with |S| ă κ has a supremum supS P λ, and
take a diagram H‚ : λÑ CrsGrpA. Writing H8 :“ colimH‚ for simplicity, we
show the canonical map
colim
αăλ
CrsGrpApG,Hαq Ñ CrsGrpApG,H8q (2.1)
is bijective.
Note that, by virtue of Corollary 2.2, there is a canonical identification
H8 – colimαăλHα, so we obtain a commutative square
colimαăλCrsGrpApG,Hαq //
p ¨ q

CrsGrpApG,H8q
p ¨ q

colimαăλ SetpG,Hαq
» // SetpG, colimαăλHαq
(2.2)
In view of the criterion of the smallness of sets, the bottom map is bijecttive.
On the other hand, since the functor p ¨ q is faithful, and since filtered colimits in
Set preserves injections, the vertical maps are injective. Hence, it immediately
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follows the map (2.1) is injective. Moreover, for each map f : GÑ H8 of crossed
A-group, the underlying map f : GÑ H8 factors through a map f¯ : GÑ Hα10
followed by the structure map Hα10 Ñ H8 for some ordinal α
1
0 ă λ. This does
not imply f¯ is an underlying map of a map of crossed A-group. Nevertheless,
there are functions
β :
∐
a,bPA
Apb, aq ˆGpaq Ñ λ , γ :
∐
aPA
Gpaq ˆGpaq Ñ λ ,
such that
(i) βpϕ, xq, γpx, yq ą α10 for each ϕ P Apa, bq and x, y P Gpbq;
(ii) the map Hα10 Ñ Hβpϕ,xq identifies the elements f¯pϕ
˚pxqq and ϕ˚pf¯pxqq;
(iii) the map Hα10 Ñ Hγpx,yq identifies the elements f¯pxy
´1q with f¯pxq¨ f¯pyq´1.
The set {βpϕ, xq | ϕ, x}Y{γpx, yq | x, y} is of cardinality |A|ˆp|A|`|G|q ă κ, so
the cofinality of λ implies there is an ordinal α0 ă λ with α0 ą βpϕ, xq, γpx, yq
for every ϕ, x, and y. Now, it is easily verified that the composition
G
f¯
ÝÑ Hα10 Ñ Hα0
underlies a map f0 : G Ñ Hα0 of crossed A-group, and the map f : G Ñ H8
factors through f0. In other words, f is the image of f0 P CrsGrpApG,Hα0q.
This implies that the map (2.1) is also surjective.
Fix a regular cardinal κ as in Theorem 2.4, and define CrsGrpăκA to be the
full subcategory of CrsGrpA spanned by crossed A-groups G with |G| ă κ.
According to Lemma 2.6, all objects in CrsGrpăκA is κ-small in CrsGrpA.
Lemma 2.7. The category CrsGrpăκA is essentially small.
Proof. Since the category CrsGrpA is locally small, it suffices to show it has
only finitely many isomorphism classes. Notice that, for an indexed family
{Xpaq}aPA of sets with |Xpaq| ă κ, a structure of crossed A-groups can be seen
an element of the set∏
ϕ:aÑbPA
SetpXpbq, Xpaqq ˆ
∏
aPA
SetpXpaq ˆXpaq, Xpaqq
ˆ
∏
a,bPA
SetpXpaq,AutSetpApb, aqqq
whose cardinality is bounded above by
pκκq|A| ˆ pκκˆκq|A| ˆ pp|A||A|qκq|A|ˆ|A| “ κκ
Then, together with the cardinality of choices of the family {Xpaq}aPA, one can
see there are only at most κ|A| ˆ κκ “ κκ isomorphism classes.
Lemma 2.8. The subcategory of CrsGrpăκA Ă CrsGrpA is closed under κ-
small colimits; i.e. for every functor C Ñ CrsGrpăκA , its colimit in CrsGrpA
again belongs to CrsGrpăκA
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Proof. Let G‚ : C Ñ CrsGrp
ăκ
A be a diagram with |C| ă κ. Since the cate-
gory CrsGrpA is cocomplete by Proposition 2.1, we put G8 :“ colimcPC Gc P
CrsGrpA. According to Proposition 2.1, for each a P A, there is a surjection(∐
cPC
Gcpaq
)˚
։ G8paq ,
where p ¨ q˚ : SetÑ Set is the free monoid monad, while we have∣∣∣∣∣
(∐
cPC
Gcpaq
)˚∣∣∣∣∣ ď ω ˆ∑
cPC
|Gcpaq| ď ω ˆ |C| ˆ |G|
for each a P A. It follows that
|G8| ď |A| ˆ ω ˆ |C| ˆ |G| ă κ ,
which shows G8 P CrsGrp
ăκ
A . Thus, the required result follows.
Lemma 2.9. Let G be a crossed A-group. Suppose we are given a subset S Ă G
of cardinality less than κ. Then, there is a crossed A-subgroup G1 Ă G such that
S Ă G1 and G1 P CrsGrpăκA .
Proof. If S “ ∅, the statement is obvious. In the case S is a singleton, say
S “ {x} with x P Gpa0q, for each a P A, we set G1paq Ă Gpaq to be the
subgroup generated by the subset
{ϕ˚pxεq | ε “ ˘1, ϕ : aÑ a0 P A} . (2.3)
Since G1paq Ă Gpaq is clearly a subgroup, in order to see G1 actually forms a
crossed A-subgroup of G, it is enough to check it is an A-subset. Note that
since the subset (2.3) is closed under inverses, every element in G1paq can be
written as products of elements of (2.3). For ψ : b Ñ a P A, εi “ ˘1, and
ϕi : aÑ a0 P A, we have
ψ˚pϕ˚1 px
ε1q . . . ϕ˚k px
εkqq “ pϕ1ψ
ϕ˚2 px
ε2
2 q...ϕ
˚
k
px
εk
k
qq˚pxε11 q . . . pϕkψq
˚pxεkk q ,
which shows ψ˚ : Gpaq Ñ Gpbq carries G1paq into G1pbq, and hence G1 Ă G is a
crossed A-subgroup. On the other hand, the definition of G1 directly implies∣∣G1∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣∣∐
aPA
G1paq
∣∣∣∣∣ ď ω ˆ 2ˆ |A| ă κ
so G1 P CrsGrpăκA .
In general case, for each x P S, the proof of the singleton case implies that
there is a crossed A-subgroup G1x Ă G so that x P G
1
x and G
1
x P CrsGrp
ăκ
A .
We take G1 to be the image of the map
G11 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚G
1
n Ñ G
of crossed A-groups induced by the inclusions G1i ãÑ G. Clearly S Ă G
1, and
Lemma 2.8 implies that G1 P CrsGrpăκA . This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. In view of Corollary 2.47 in [1], it suffices to show the
category CrsGrpA is accessible; i.e. there is a set A of objects such that every
object in CrsGrpA can be written as a κ-filtered colimit of objects from A.
This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.9.
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3 Computation of the terminal object
In the previous section, we proved Corollary 2.5 that asserts the category
CrsGrpA has all small limits and colimits. In fact, Proposition 2.1, Corol-
lary 2.2, and Proposition 2.3 provide relatively practical ways to compute col-
imits and limits except for the terminal object. On the other hand, as for a
few categories A, the terminal crossed A-group was constructed by hand. For
example, if A “ ∆ or ∆˜, it is precisely the Hyperoctahedral crossed group H;
see [10]. The goal of this section is to generalize their results and compute the
terminal crossed A-group for more general A including ∇. Note that, although
the arguments are highly abstract, the reader should keep the concrete examples
in the mind; such as A “ ∆,∆˜, or ∇.
The key idea is orderings on objects.
Definition. Let A be a category and s P A an object. Then, an internal co-
relation on s is a tuple ps¯; ι0, ι1q of an object s¯ P A and a jointly-epimorphic
pair ι0, ι1 : sÑ s¯ in A. By abuse of notation, we often denote it just by s¯.
If s¯ is an internal co-relation on s P A, for each a P A, we have a map
pι˚0 , ι
˚
1 q : Aps¯, aq Ñ Aps, aq ˆAps, aq
which is injective since pι0, ι1q is jointly-epimorphic. In other words, Aps¯, aq is a
(binary) relation on Aps, aq. Explicitly, for two morphisms α0, α1 : sÑ a, they
are connected by the relation if and only if there is a morphism α¯ : s¯Ñ a such
that αi “ α¯ιi for i “ 0, 1. Hence, every morphism a Ñ b P A induces a map
Aps, aq Ñ Aps, bq which preserves the relation induced by s¯.
Definition. Let A be a category. An internal well-co-order on an object s P A
is an internal co-relation s¯ on s such that the set Aps, aq is well-ordered by the
induced relation for every a P A.
Example 3.1. Let Ord be the category of well-ordered sets and order-preserving
maps. In particular, Ord contains all the finite ordinals n “ {0, . . . , n´ 1}. We
have an obvious internal well-co-order on 1 as
ι0, ι1 : 1Ñ 2 . ; 0 ÞÑ 0, 1
Hence, every full subcategory of Ord containing the diagram isomorphic to the
above one, such as ∆ and ∆˜, 1 is an internally well-co-ordered object. Namely,
the generators r0s P ∆ and 〈1〉 P ∆˜ are canonically well-co-ordered objects
respectively in the way above.
Example 3.2. The object 〈〈1〉〉 P ∇ admits a canonical internal co-order:
ι0, ι1 : 〈〈1〉〉Ñ 〈〈2〉〉 ; 1 ÞÑ 1, 2 .
It is easily verified that, for each n P N, the set ∇p〈〈1〉〉, 〈〈n〉〉q together with the
order induced by the internal co-order above is identified with the ordered set
〈〈n〉〉 itself. Thus, 〈〈1〉〉 is a well-co-ordered object.
If s P A admits an internal well-co-order s¯, the corepresentable functor
Aps, ¨ q lifts to the functor
Aps, ¨ q : AÑ Ord .
Hence, we can make use of the following splendid property of the category Ord
through this functor.
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Lemma 3.3. Let ϕ : A Ñ B be an order-preserving map between well-ordered
sets such that the inverse image ϕ´1{b} is finite for each b P B. Suppose we are
given a permutation σ on A with the composition ϕσ again order-preserving.
Then, we have ϕσ “ ϕ.
Proof. It suffices to prove the permutation σ is restricted to each Ab :“ ϕ
´1{b}.
Suppose we have b P B with σpAbq Ć Ab; in particular, we may assume b is
the minimum among such elements of B since B is well-ordered. Take a P Ab
such that ϕσpaq ‰ b. Note that we have ϕσpaq ą b; otherwise, the minimality
of b implies σ restricts to a permutation on Aϕσpaq. We have a R Aϕσpaq while
σp{a}YAϕσpaqq Ă Aϕσpaq, which contradicts to the injectivity of σ since Aϕσpaq
is finite.
Since Ab and σ
´1pAbq are finite sets with the same cardinality, so are two
subsets Abzσ
´1pAbq and σ
´1pAbqzAb of A. The first one is non-empty, e.g.
containing a, so we can take an element a1 P σ´1pAbqzAb. The minimality of b
again implies ϕpa1q ą b “ ϕpaq so a1 ą a. We however have
ϕσpa1q “ b ă ϕσpaq ,
which contradicts to the assumption that ϕσ preserves the order.
Corollary 3.4. Let A and B be finite totally ordered (hence, well-ordered) set.
Then, the permutation group SpBq on B has a left action
SpBq ˆPospA,Bq Ñ PospA,Bq ; pσ, ϕq ÞÑ ϕσ
on the set PospA,Bq of order-preserving maps from A to B so that, for each
σ P SpBq and ϕ P PospA,Bq, ϕσ : A Ñ B is the unique order-preserving
map that the composition σϕ factors through after a (not necessarily unique)
permutation on A.
Proof. We may assume B “ n “ {0, . . . , n ´ 1}. Since the composition σϕ
factors as
A – ϕ´1{σ´1p0q} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1pn´ 1q}Ñ n ,
the existence of ϕσ is obvious. We show the uniqueness of ϕσ. Say σϕ “
ϕσσ1, and suppose we have another factorization σϕ “ ψτ . Then, we have
ψ “ ϕσσ1τ´1. Since A is finite, and since both ϕσ and ψ are order-preserving,
Lemma 3.3 implies ψ “ ϕσ. This guarantees the uniqueness of ϕσ. Now, the
associativity of the action easily follows from the property of ϕσ.
In the rest of the section, we assume A to be a category such that
(i) A is locally finite; i.e. each hom-set Apa, bq is finite;
(ii) it is equipped with a generator s P A, so the corepresentable functor
Aps, ¨ q : AÑ Set is by definition faithful;
(iii) s is internally well-co-ordered.
As seen in Example 3.1 and Example 3.2, the examples of A include ∆, ∆˜, and
∇.
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Remark 3.5. If A is a category satisfying the conditions above, the relation
on each Aps, aq induced by the internal co-relation s¯ is reflexive. This means
that every morphism α : s Ñ a determines a morphism α¯ : s¯ Ñ a such that
α¯ι0 “ α¯ι1 “ α. In addition, since ι0 and ι1 are jointly epimorphic, such α¯ is
unique. Hence, we obtain a unique map
refla : Aps, aq Ñ Aps¯, aq (3.1)
which is a common section of the precomposition maps with ι0 and ι1. It is
easily verified that refla is natural with respect to a P A, and Yoneda Lemma
implies we have a map s¯ Ñ s representing refl. Thus, for every morphism
ϕ : aÑ b, we have
ϕ˚preflpαqq “ reflpϕ˚pαqq .
For A above, note that we can think of Apa, bq as a subset of the set
PospAps, aq,Aps, bqq
of order-preserving maps on which the group SpAps, aqq acts from the left. We
define a group SApaq by
SApaq :“ {σ P SpAps, aqq | @b P A : σpApb, aqq Ă Apb, aq} .
In particular, SApaq acts on Apb, aq from the left for each b P A.
Example 3.6. If A is a full subcategory of ∆˜ containing 〈1〉 and 〈2〉, and if we
take 〈1〉 as the generator with the canonical co-well-order, then we have
SAp〈n〉q “ SpAp〈1〉, 〈n〉qq – Sn .
In particular,
S
∆˜
p〈n〉q – Sn , S∆prnsq – Sn`1 .
Example 3.7. In the case A “ ∇, the evaluation map
∇p〈〈1〉〉, 〈〈n〉〉q Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 ; α ÞÑ αp1q
is bijective, so we identify the two sets by the map. We claim
S∇p〈〈n〉〉q “ Sp〈n〉q ˆSp{´8,8}q (3.2)
for each n P N respecting the action on 〈〈n〉〉. For the left-to-right inclusion, it
suffices to see the subset {´8,8} Ă 〈〈n〉〉 is stable under the action of S∇p〈〈n〉〉q.
This follows from the observation that the set is the image of the unique map
〈〈0〉〉 Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 P ∇. To see the other direction, note that the action of Sp〈n〉q
on ∇p〈〈m〉〉, 〈〈n〉〉q is given as follows: for pσ, εq P Sp〈n〉q ˆSp{´8,8}q, and for
ϕ P ∇p〈〈m〉〉, 〈〈n〉〉q, ϕpσ,εq is the map
〈〈m〉〉 – ϕ´1{εp´8q} ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1p1q} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ϕ´1{σ´1pnq} ‹ ϕ´1{εp8q}
Ñ {´8} ‹ {1} ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ {n} ‹ {8} – 〈〈n〉〉 .
(3.3)
Since the sets ϕ´1{εp´8q} and ϕ´1{εp8q} are, no matter what ε is, non-empty,
(3.3) is a map in ∇ for every pair pσ, εq. This shows the right hand side in (3.2)
is contained in the left. Hence, we obtain the result.
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For each crossed A-group G, the action of Gpaq on Aps, aq determines a
group homomorphism
Ra : Gpaq Ñ SApaq (3.4)
Lemma 3.8. Let A be as above, and let G be a crossed A-group. Then, the
action of Gpaq on each Apb, aq factors through that of SApaq via the group
homomorphism Ra given in (3.4).
Proof. For each x P Gpaq and ϕ : bÑ a P A, we have the following commutative
square:
Aps, bq
ϕ˚ //
f˚pxq

Aps, aq
x“Rapxq

Aps, bq
ϕx˚ // Aps, aq
By the definition of the action SApaq on Apb, aq, which is essentially given in
Corollary 3.4, we have ϕx “ ϕRapxq. This is exactly the required result.
Lemma 3.9. Let A be as above, and let G be a crossed A-group. Suppose
x P Gpaq and α P Aps, aq. Then, for every morphism ϕ : bÑ a P A, the map
ϕ˚pxq : Aps, bq Ñ Aps, bq
restricts to a map pϕ˚q
´1{α} Ñ pϕx˚q
´1{αx} which is either order-preserving
or order-reversing, depending only on x and α but not on ϕ.
Proof. Let ϕ : b Ñ a P A be an arbitrary morphism, so we have a map ϕ˚ :
Aps, bq Ñ Aps, aq. Take any two elements ψ0, ψ1 P Aps, bq with ϕ˚pψ0q “
ϕ˚pψ1q “ α. We may assume ψ0 ď ψ1 so there is a morphism ψ¯ : s¯ Ñ b with
ψ¯ι0 “ ψ0 and ψ¯ι1 “ ψ1. Since ϕψ¯ι0 “ ϕψ¯ι1 “ α, we have ϕψ¯ “ reflpαq,
where refl is the map defined in Remark 3.5, and the following diagram is
commutative:
Aps, s¯q
ψ¯˚ //
reflpαq˚pxq

Aps, bq
ϕ˚ //
ϕ˚pxq

Aps, aq
x

Aps, s¯q
ψ¯ϕ
˚pxq
// Aps, bq
ϕx˚ // Aps, aq
Hence, the order of two elements ϕ˚pxqpψ0q, ϕ
˚pxqpψ1q P Aps, bq is determined
by that of reflpαq˚pxqpι0q and reflpαq
˚pxqpι1q. It clearly no longer depends
on ϕ nor elements ψ0, ψ1 P pϕ˚q
´1{α}, so we obtain the result.
We now define a candidate for the terminal crossed A-group. For each
morphism ϕ : bÑ a P A, we define a map
βϕ : C
ˆAps,aq
2 Ñ SpAps, bqq
as follows: for ~ε “ pεiqiPAps,aq, βϕp~εq P SpAps, bqq is the unique permutation
such that
• it preserves the fibers of the map ϕ˚ : Aps, bq Ñ Aps, aq;
• for each i P Aps, aq, the map βϕp~εq : pϕ˚q´1{i} Ñ pϕ˚q´1{i} is either
order-preserving or order-reversing according to εi P C2.
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The map βϕ is obviously a group homomorphism. Also, we define a map
ϕ˚ : SApaq Ñ SpAps, bqq
so that ϕ˚pσq is the unique permutation satisfying
(i) the square below is commutative:
Aps, bq
ϕ˚ //
ϕ˚pσq

Aps, aq
σ

Aps, bq
ϕσ˚ // Aps, aq
(ii) ϕ˚pσq : Aps, bq Ñ Aps, bq restricts to an order-preserving map
ϕ˚pσq : pϕ˚q
´1{i}Ñ pϕx˚q
´1{ix}
for each i P Aps, aq.
The action of SApaq on Aps, bq enables us to consider the semidirect product
SApaq ˙ C
ˆAps,aq
2 , which is just a cartesian product SApaq ˆ C
ˆAps,aq
2 as a set
together with the multiplication(
σ; pεiqiPAps,aq
) (
τ ; pζiqiPAps,aq
)
“
(
στ ; pεiζτpiqqiPAps,aq
)
.
We define
WApaq :“
{
pσ; ~εq P SApaq ˙ C
ˆAps,aq
2
∣∣∣ @ϕ P Apb, aq : ϕ˚pσqβϕp~εq P SApbq} .
(3.5)
Remark 3.10. The permutation τ “ ϕ˚pσqβϕp~εq on Aps, bq appearing in (3.5) of
the definition of WApaq is the permutation characterized by the following two
properties:
(i) the square below is commutative:
Aps, bq
ϕ˚ //
τ

Aps, aq
σ

Aps, bq
ϕσ˚ // Aps, aq
(ii) the restriction τ : pϕ˚q
´1{i} Ñ pϕσ˚q
´1{iσ} is either order-preserving or
order-reversing according to εi P C2.
Proposition 3.11. Let A be as above. Then, the subset WApaq Ă SApaq ˙
C
ˆAps,aq
2 given in (3.5) has the following properties:
(1) WApaq is closed under multiplication and the inverses; hence it is a sub-
group;
(2) for each morphism ϕ : bÑ a P A, define
ϕ˚ : WApaq ÑWApbq ; pσ; ~εq ÞÑ (ϕ
˚pσqβϕp~εq;ϕ
˚p~εq) .
Then, this defines a structure of A-sets on WA.
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Moreover, the family {WApaq}aPA forms a crossed A-group.
Proof. We first show (1). Recall that, for pσ; ~εq, pτ ; ~ζq P WApaq, their multipli-
cation is given by
pτ ; ~ζqpσ; ~εq “ pτσ;σ˚pζq ¨ ~εq .
On the other hand, for every morphism ϕ : b Ñ a P A, we have the following
commutative diagram:
Aps, bq
ϕ˚ //
ϕ˚pσqβϕp~εq

Aps, aq
σ

Aps, bq
ϕσ˚ //
pϕσq˚pτqβϕσ p~ζq

Aps, aq
τ

Aps, bq
ϕτσ˚ // Aps, aq
Verifying the conditions in Remark 3.10, one will see the left vertical composition
coincides with the permutation ϕ˚pτσqβϕp~ζ ¨σ
˚p~εqq. It follows that p~ζ; τqp~ε;σq P
WApaq. Closedness under the inverses is proved similarly.
As for the part (2), note that the map ϕ˚ : WApaq Ñ WApbq is actually
well-defined. Indeed, for every morphism ψ : cÑ b P A, we have a commutative
diagram below.
Aps, cq
ψ˚ //
ψ˚pϕ˚pσqβϕp~εqqβψpϕ
˚p~εqq

Aps, bq
ϕ˚ //
ϕ˚pσqβϕp~εq

Aps, aq
σ

Aps, cq
ψϕ
˚pσqβϕp~εq
// Aps, bq
ϕσ // Aps, aq
Then, similarly to the part (1), one can check the conditions in Remark 3.10 to
see the left vertical arrow equals to the permutation pϕψq˚pσqβϕψp~εq, which be-
longs toSApcq since pσ; ~εq PWApaq. This argument also shows the functoriality,
so WA is an A-set.
It remains to show WA is a crossed A-group. However, one can notice the
proofs of (1) and (2) above also show WA satisfies the two conditions of crossed
groups respectively.
Let A be as above, and let G be a crossed A-group. We have a group
homomorphism Ra : Gpaq Ñ SApaq given in (3.4). Unfortunately, it is not a
map of A-sets in general. Nevertheless, it turns out that the only obstruction is
parities, so we can put that information on the codomain of Ra. More precisely,
define a map ~εa : Gpaq Ñ C
ˆAps,aq
2 as follows: recall that for each x P Gpaq and
each α P Aps, aq, the square below is commutative:
Aps, s¯q
reflpαq˚ //
reflpαq˚pxq

Aps, aq
x

Aps, s¯q
reflpαxq˚ // Aps, aq
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We set ~εapxq “ (εapxqα)αPAps,aq by
εapxqα :“
{
1 reflpαq˚pxqpι0q ă reflpαq
˚pxqpι1q
´1 reflpαq˚pxqpι0q ą reflpαq
˚pxqpι1q .
Lemma 3.12. Let A and G be as above. Then, for each a P A and x P Gpaq,
the pair
pRapxq; ~εapxqq P SpAps, aqq ˙ C
ˆAps,aq
2
belongs to the subgroup WApaq defined in (3.5). Moreover, the induced maps
R˜a :“ pRa; ~εaq : Gpaq ÑWApaq
forms a map GÑWA of crossed A-groups.
Proof. Verifying the conditions in Remark 3.10, one can observe that, for each
x P Gpaq, and for each ϕ : bÑ a P A, we have
Rapϕ
˚pxqq “ ϕ˚pRapxqq ¨ βϕp~εapxqq . (3.6)
The left hand side clearly belongs toSApaq, this implies pRapxq; ~εapxqq PWApaq
by the definition (3.5) of WA. On the other hand, it is also verified that
~εapϕ
˚pxqq “ ϕ˚p~εapxqq . (3.7)
The equation (3.7) and (3.6) imply that R˜a “ pRa; ~εaq is natural with respect
to a P A, so it defines a map R˜ : GÑWA of A-sets.
It is obvious that R˜ : G Ñ WA respects the action on each Apa, bq, so it
remains to prove it is a degreewise group homomorphism. Since the preservation
of the unit is straightforward, it suffices to show, for each a P A, R˜a : Gpaq Ñ
WApaq preserves multiplications. For each x, y P Gpaq, and for each α P Aps, aq,
we have a commutative diagram below:
Aps, s¯q
reflpαq˚ //
reflpαq˚pxq

Aps, aq
x

Aps, s¯q
reflpαxq˚ //
reflpαxq˚pyq

Aps, aq
y

Aps, s¯q
reflpαyxq˚ // Aps, aq
(3.8)
One can deduce from (3.8) that
εapyxqα “ εapyqαxεapxq ,
which implies ~εapyxq “ Rapxq˚p~εapyqq~εapxq. Thus, we obtain
R˜pyxq “ pRapyxq; ~εapyxqq
“ pRapyqRapxq;Rapxq˚p~εapyqq~εapxqq
“ pRapyq; ~εapyqq ¨ pRapxq; ~εapxqq
so that Ra : Gpaq ÑWApaq is a group homomorphism.
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Theorem 3.13 (cf. Theorem 1.4 in [15]). Let A be a small locally finite category
equipped with an internally well-co-ordered generator s P A. Then, the Weyl
crossed A-group WA is a terminal object in the category CrsGrpA.
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 3.12, it suffices to show that, for each crossed A-
group, the map R˜ : G Ñ WA is the unique map of crossed A-group for each
G P CrsGrpA. Since WApaq is, as a set, a subset of the direct product
SApaq ˆ C
Aps,aq
2
for each a P A, an A-map f : GÑWA is determined by maps
fperm : Gpaq Ñ SApaq , fsign “ pf
pαq
signqαPAps,aq : Gpaq Ñ C
ˆAps,aq
2
for each a P A. If f is a map of crossed A-group, the map fperm clearly has
to be the one associated to the action of Gpaq on Aps, aq. On the other hand,
each f
pαq
sign is also determined automatically thanks to the naturality of f and
Lemma 3.9. It follows that R˜ is the only map into WA.
Corollary 3.14. Let A be as above. Suppose G is an A-set which is equipped
with a degreewise group structure. Then, the following data are equivalent:
(a) left actions of Gpaq on Apb, aq for a, b P A which exhibit G as a crossed
A-group;
(b) a map GÑWA of A-sets which is a degreewise group homomorphism.
Corollary 3.15. Let A be as above, and let G and H be crossed A-groups.
Then, a map f : GÑ H of A-sets which is a degreewise group homomorphism
is a map of crossed A-groups if and only if the triangle below is commutative:
G
f //
R˜ !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ H
R˜}}④④
④④
④④
④④
WA
Example 3.16. In the case A “ ∆˜, since it is a full subcategory of Ord, we have
S
∆˜
p〈n〉q “ Posp∆˜p〈1〉, 〈n〉qq – Sn
W
∆˜
p〈n〉q “ Sn ˙ C
ˆn
2 – Hn .
It is easily verified that these induce an isomorphism from W
∆˜
to the hyperoc-
tahedral crossed simplicial group H described in Example 1.11
Example 3.17. Recall that, in the case A “ ∇, we saw in Example 3.7 that
S∇p〈〈n〉〉q – Sp〈n〉qˆSp{´8,8}q. We claim an element of S∇p〈〈n〉〉q˙C
ˆ〈〈n〉〉
2
of the form
x “ ppσ, θq; ε´8, ε1 . . . , εn, ε8q
for pσ, θq P Sp〈n〉q ˆSp{´8,8}q and εi P C2 belongs to W∇p〈〈n〉〉q if and only
if θ “ ε´8 “ ε8 under the canonical identification Sp{´8,8}q – C2. For a
map ϕ : 〈〈m〉〉Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 P ∇, the permutation ϕ˚pxq restricts to bijections
ϕ´1{´8}Ñ ϕ´1{θp´8q} , ϕ´1{8}Ñ ϕ´1{θp8q}
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which are either order-preserving or order-reversing according to ε´8 and ε8
respectively. On the other hand, in view of the computation of Example 3.7,
ϕ˚pxq belongs to S∇p〈〈m〉〉q if and only if it preserves the subset {´8,8}. It
is easily seen that this happens for every ϕ : 〈〈m〉〉 Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 precisely when the
elements θ and ε˘8 all coincide. As a consequence, we obtain an isomorphism
W∇p〈〈n〉〉q – Hn ˆ C2 .
We finally note that the explicit computation of terminal crossed A-group
leads to a classification.
Proposition 3.18 (cf. Theorem 3.6 in [10]). Let A be an arbitrary small
category. Then, for every crossed A-group G, there is a sequence
Gnc ãÑ G։ Gred (3.9)
of maps of crossed A-groups such that
(i) the sequence (3.9) is degreewisely a short exact sequence of groups;
(ii) Gnc is a (non-crossed) A-group;
(iii) Gred is a crossed A-subgroup of the terminal crossed A-group.
Moreover, the sequence (3.9) extends to a functor from CrsGrpA into the cat-
egory of degreewise short exact sequences in CrsGrpA.
Proof. Put TA the terminal crossed A-group, and set G
red to be the image of
the unique map G Ñ TA. Then, we can define G
nc by the following pullback
square:
Gnc //

{¨
˚

G // Gred
The required properties are verified easily.
Example 3.19. In Proposition 3.5 in [10], there is a complete list of crossed
simplicial subgroups of W∆ – H as in Table 1.
name symbol n-th group
Trivial ˚ 1
Reflexive C2 C2
Cyclic Λ Cn`1
Dihedral D Dn`1
Symmetric S Sn`1
Reflexosymmetric S˜ Sn`1 ˆ C2
Weyl (Hyperoctahedral) W∆ – H Hn`1
Table 1: The crossed simplicial subgroups of W∆
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Example 3.20. We will see in Example 5.5 in Section 5 that the embedding
∆ ãÑ ∆˜ induces a fully faithful embedding
CrsGrp∆ ãÑ CrsGrp∆˜
which sends W∆ to W∆˜. Hence, we obtain the same list of augmented crossed
simplicial subgroups of W
∆˜
as Table 1 while the indices are shifted by 1 because
of the identification rns – 〈n` 1〉.
In the appendix, we will compute all the crossed interval subgroups of W∇.
4 Crossed groups as monoid objects
We proved Theorem 2.4 that asserts the category CrsGrpA is locally pre-
sentable for each small category A by highly abstract argument, and it was for
the sake of the existence of terminal crossed groups. On the other hand, we
also proved the latter independently in a more explicit way in Theorem 3.13 for
some special categories A. Combining this with Proposition 2.1 and Proposi-
tion 2.3, which are proved in more or less constructive ways, one can recover the
completeness and the cocompleteness of CrsGrpA mentioned in Corollary 2.5.
In this section, we are going further: we see the category CrsGrpA is even
algebraic, in some sense, over a presheaf category, which guarantees the locally
presentability. More precisely, for a crossed A-group G, we have the forgetful
functor
CrsGrp
{G
A Ñ Set
{G
A (4.1)
between slice categories. One has the category CrsGrpA on the left hand side
when he takes G to be the terminal crossed A-group, say G “ TA. Note that
though the functor (4.1) really forgets degreewise group structures, it remembers
the actions on each hom-set Apa, bq through that of G, while the category Set
{G
A
is just a presheaf topos. This suggests that the true underlying category of
CrsGrpA should be not SetA but the slice category Set
{TA
A . Throughout this
section, we fix a small category A and a crossed A-group G and aim to see (4.1)
has a good left adjoint.
Notation. For each object X P Set
{G
A , say p : X Ñ G is the structure map, we
consider its action on hom-sets as
Xpbq ˆApa, bq Ñ Apa, bq ; px, ϕq ÞÑ ϕx :“ ϕppxq
for a, b P A even though Xpbq is no longer a group.
To begin with, we introduce the following construction.
Definition. For K P SetA and X P Set
{G
A , we define an A-set K ¸G X as
follows:
• for each a P A, we set pK ¸G Xqpaq :“ Kpaq ˆXpaq;
• for each ϕ : aÑ b P A, we set
ϕ˚ : pK ¸G Xqpbq Ñ pK ¸G Xqpaq ; pk, xq ÞÑ ppϕ
xq˚pkq, ϕ˚pxqq .
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Remark 4.1. The operation ¸ was originally introduced by Krasauskas in Def-
inition 2.1 in [15] in the case A “ ∆ and G “W∆.
To see K ¸G X above actually defines an A-set, it is convenient to consider
the map
crsX : Xpbq ˆApa, bq Ñ Apa, bq ˆXpaq ; px, ϕq ÞÑ pϕ
x, ϕ˚pxqq (4.2)
for each X P Set
{G
A . Similarly to the case of crossed groups, we have the
following commutative diagram:
Xpcq ˆApb, cq ˆApa, bq
~crsX
//
idˆcomp

Apb, cq ˆApa, bq ˆXpaq
compˆid

Xpcq ˆApa, cq
crsX // Apa, cq ˆXpaq
(4.3)
Note that the A-set structure on K ¸G X is given by
pK ¸G Xqpbq ˆApa, bq “ Kpbq ˆXpbq ˆApa, bq
idˆcrsX
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Kpbq ˆApa, bq ˆXpaq
actKˆid
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Kpaq ˆXpaq
“ pK ¸G Xqpaq .
(4.4)
Then, combining (4.3) and (4.4), one can verify K ¸G X is actually an A-set.
Lemma 4.2. If two objects a, b P A are fixed, the map crs given in (4.2) is
natural with respect to X P Set
{G
A .
Proof. Suppose f : X Ñ Y P Set
{G
A . We have to show the square below
commutes:
Xpbq ˆApa, bq
crsX //
fˆid

Apa, bq ˆXpaq
idˆf

Y pbq ˆApa, bq
crsY // Apa, bq ˆ Y paq
For px, ϕq P Xpbq ˆApa, bq, we have
pidˆ fq ˝ crsXpx, ϕq “ pϕ
x, fϕ˚pxqq ,
crsY ˝pf ˆ idqpx, ϕq “ pϕ
fpxq, ϕ˚fpxqq .
Since f is a map of A-set over G, the actions of x and fpxq on Apa, bq agree
with each other, so the required result follows.
Corollary 4.3. The assignment pK,Xq Ñ K ¸G X defines a functor
p¸Gq : SetA ˆ Set
{G
A Ñ SetA .
The key observation is that we can lift the functor p¸Gq to a monoidal
structure on Set
{G
A . For this, note that the degreewise multiplication gives rise
to an A-map
µ : G¸G GÑ G .
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Indeed, for ϕ : a Ñ b P A, the condition (CGii) in the definition of crossed
A-groups implies the following square is commutative:
pG¸G Gqpbq
ϕ˚

µ // Gpbq
ϕ˚

pG¸G Gqpaq
µ // Gpaq
Hence, we can define a functor
p¸Gq : Set
{G
A ˆ Set
{G
A Ñ Set
{G
A
by
pX,Y q ÞÑ pX ¸G Y Ñ G¸G G
µ
ÝÑ Gq .
Proposition 4.4. The functor
p¸Gq : Set
{G
A ˆ Set
{G
A Ñ Set
{G
A
given above is a monoidal structure on Set
{G
A where the unit is the terminal
A-set ˚ with the unit map ˚ Ñ G. Moreover, the monoidal structure is biclosed;
i.e. there are functors
HomLG,Hom
R
G : pSet
{G
A q
op ˆ Set
{G
A Ñ Set
{G
A
together with natural isomorphisms
Set
{G
A pX ¸G Y, Zq – Set
{G
A pX,Hom
R
GpY, Zqq
– Set
{G
A pY,Hom
L
GpX,Zqq .
Proof. We first show that, for X,Y, Z P Set
{G
A , the degreewise canonical identi-
fication actually gives an isomorphism
pX ¸G Y q ¸G Z – Z ¸G pY ¸G Zq .
Since it is clearly a degreewise bijection, it suffices to show it is actually a map
of A-sets over G. Suppose ϕ : a Ñ b P A is a morphism in A. Then, an easy
computation shows that both maps
ϕ˚ : ppX ¸G Y q ¸G Zqpbq Ñ ppX ¸G Y q ¸G Zqpaq
ϕ˚ : pX ¸G pY ¸G Zqqpbq Ñ pX ¸G pY ¸G Zqqpaq
are identified with the map ϕ˚ : Xpbq ˆ Y pbq ˆ Zpbq Ñ Xpaq ˆ Y paq ˆ Zpaq
given by
ϕ˚px, y, zq “ pppϕyqzq˚pxq, pϕzq˚pyq, zq .
Thus, we obtain a canonical identification pX¸G Y q¸GZ – X¸G pY ¸GZq as
A-sets. Actually it is an isomorphism over G; indeed, the structure maps into
G are given by the common formula
Xpaq ˆ Y paq ˆ Zpaq Ñ Gpaq px, y, zq ÞÑ ppxqqpyqrpzq ,
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where p : X Ñ G, q : Y Ñ G, and r : Z Ñ G are the structure maps. Therefore,
we obtain an associativity isomorphism for the functor ¸G. The unitality of ˚
is easily verify, so the first assertion follows.
To see the monoidal structure is biclosed, note that the category Set
{G
A is a
presheaf topos and so locally presentable. Hence, by General Adjoint Functor
Theorem, it suffices to show the functor ¸G preserves arbitrary small colimits in
each variable. Notice that colimits in Set
{G
A are computed in the category SetA
and so agree with the degreewise ones. Now, the functor p¸Gq is degreewisely
just the cartesian product, so the problem is reduced to the case A “ ˚ where
the result is obvious.
Remark 4.5. We have an explicit description ofA-sets HomRGpY, Zq and Hom
L
GpX,Zq
as follows:
HomRGpY, Zqpaq “
∐
ArasÑG
SetApAras ¸G Y, Zq
HomLGpX,Zqpaq “
∐
ArasÑG
SetApX ¸G Aras, Zq
Remark 4.6. Similarly to Proposition 4.4, one can also prove that the functor
¸G : SetA ˆ Set
{G
A Ñ SetA given in Corollary 4.3 defines a right action of the
monoidal category pSet
{G
A ,¸Gq on the category SetA. Note that, in the case
A “ ∆, this functor was discussed in Section 4 and 5 in [10], where they wrote
FGpXq :“ X ¸G G for X P Set∆ and a crossed simplicial group G.
Lemma 4.7. Let G Ñ H be a map of crossed A-groups. Then, the induced
functor Set
{G
A Ñ Set
{H
A is monoidal with respect to monoidal structures ¸G and
¸H .
Proof. For each X,Y P Set
{G
A , X ¸G Y and X ¸H Y are clearly identical as
A-sets. In addition, since GÑ H is a map of crossed A-groups, the square
X ¸G Y

X ¸H Y

G // H
is commutative. Hence, we obtain the required result.
We are interested in monoid objects in the category Set
{G
A with respect to
the monoidal structure ¸G. Recall that a monoid object in Set
{G
A is an object
M equipped with two morphisms
η : ˚ ÑM
µ :M ¸S M ÑM
satisfying the ordinary conditions of monoids, namely the associativity and the
unitality. The next lemma shows crossed A-groups are examples of monoid
objects.
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Lemma 4.8. Let H be a crossed A-group over G; i.e. a crossed A-group
equipped with a map H Ñ G of crossed A-groups. Then, the maps ηH : ˚ Ñ H
and µH : H ¸G H Ñ H given by
ηH : ˚ Ñ Hpaq ; ˚ ÞÑ ea
µH : pH ¸G Hqpaq Ñ Hpaq ; px, yq ÞÑ xy
are maps of A-sets over G. Moreover, they exhibit G as a monoid object in
Set
{G
A with respect to ¸G.
Proof. The first statement follows from the assumption that the structure map
H Ñ G is a map of crossed A-groups and the formula
µHpϕ
˚px, yqq “ pϕyq˚pxqϕ˚pyq “ ϕ˚pxyq “ ϕ˚pµHpx, yqq .
The associativity and the unitality are obvious since Hpaq is a group for each
a P A.
We denote byMonpSet
{G
A ,¸Gq the category of monoid object in Set
{G
A with
respect to the monoidal structure ¸G. In particular, when G is the terminal
crossed A-group TA, we write
CrsMonA :“MonpSet
{TA
A ,¸TAq .
Definition. A crossed A-monoid is just an object of CrsMonA; i.e. a monoid
object in the category Set
{T
A with respect to the monoidal structure ¸TA . We
call maps in CrsMonA maps of crossed A-monoids.
Note that since every crossed A-group can be seen as one over the terminal
crossed A-group TA, we can think of it as a crossed A-monoid by virtue of
Lemma 4.8. Hence, it makes sense to consider the slice category CrsMon
{G
A .
On the other hand, in view of Lemma 4.7, the map G Ñ TA also induces a
functor
MonpSet
{G
A ,¸Gq Ñ CrsMonA . (4.5)
It immediately follows from the definition of ¸G that G is itself a terminal object
in MonpSet
{G
A ,¸Gq. Thus, the functor (4.5) factors through
MonpSet
{G
A ,¸Gq Ñ CrsMon
{G
A . (4.6)
Proposition 4.9. The functor (4.6) is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. To see (4.6) is essentially surjective, put TA to be the terminal crossed
A-group, and observe that we have X ¸G X “ X ¸TA X as A-sets for each
X P Set
{G
A . Then, it turns out that a monoid structure on X with respect
to ¸TA defines one with respect to ¸G if and only if the map X Ñ G is a
monoid homomorphism with respect to ¸TA . This implies that (4.6) is essen-
tially surjective. It also follows from the similar observation that (4.6) is fully
faithful.
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Theorem 4.10. Let A be a small category and G a crossed A-group. Then,
the forgetful functor CrsMon
{G
A Ñ Set
{G
A admits a left adjoint so to form a
monadic adjunction:
FGA : Set
{G
A K
))
CrsMon
{G
Aii : U
G
A .
Moreover, the associated monad on Set
{G
A is finitely; i.e. it commutes with
filtered colimits. Consequently, the category CrsMon
{G
A is locally presentable.
Proof. According to Proposition 4.9, we have an equivalence CrsMon
{G
A »
MonpSet
{G
A ,¸Gq respecting the functors into Set
{G
A . Since the monoidal struc-
ture ¸G is biclosed by Proposition 4.4, we have an explicit description for the
monad TGmon of free monoids; namely
TGmonpXq “
8∐
n“0
X¸Gn ,
where X¸Gn is the n-fold product X ¸G ¨ ¨ ¨ ¸G X . Thus, the first statement
follows. To see TGmon is finitely, it suffices to show that the functor X ÞÑ X
¸Gn
commutes with filtered colimits for each n P N. Now, the colimits are computed
degreewisely in SetA, andX
¸Gn is degreewisely nothing but the n-fold cartesian
product, it follows from the same result for the category Set. The last statement
now follows from 2.78 in [1].
Corollary 4.11. For every small category A, the category CrsMonA is locally
presentable.
Corollary 4.12. The category CrsMon
{G
A is complete and cocomplete. More-
over, arbitrary limits and filtered colimits can be computed in the category Set
{G
A .
We want to make use of Theorem 4.10 to establish a required adjunction
between CrsGrp
{G
A and Set
{G
A . In view of Lemma 4.8, we can think of each
crossed A-group over G as an object of CrsMon
{G
A . This assignment actually
defines a functor
CrsGrp
{G
A Ñ CrsMon
{G
A . (4.7)
Indeed, every map f : H Ñ K of crossed A-groups over G clearly preserves the
monoid structure described in Lemma 4.8.
Proposition 4.13. The functor (4.7) is fully faithful. Moreover, a crossed A-
monoid object M belongs to the essential image if and only if it is a degreewise
group.
Proof. Notice first that the following triangle is commutative:
CrsGrp
{G
A
//
forget %%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
CrsMon
{G
A
forgetyyss
ss
ss
ss
ss
Set
{G
A
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Since both of the forgetful functors are faithful, the top one is also faithful. To
see it is also full, take two crossed A-groups H and K over G and an arbitrary
homomorphism f : H Ñ K of crossed A-monoids over G. We show f is actually
a map of crossedA-groups. Since it is clearly a map ofA-sets that is a degreewise
group homomorphism, it suffices to show f respects the actions of Hpaq and
Kpaq on Apb, aq for each a, b P A. This follows from the observation that the
actions of Hpaq and Kpaq factor through Gpaq and that we have a commutative
triangle below:
Hpaq
f //
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
Kpaq
{{①①
①①
①①
①①
Gpaq
We finally prove the last assertion. Let M be a crossed A-monoid which is a
degreewise group. Then, it is easily verified that the structure map M Ñ G is
a degreewise group homomorphism. Hence, for each a, b P A, the group Mpaq
inherits an action on Apb, aq from Gpaq. One can see this action together with
the group structure make M into a crossed A-group. In addition, M Ñ G
is clearly a map of crossed A-groups, so that we obtain M P CrsGrp
{G
A as
required.
By virtue of Proposition 4.13, we may regardCrsGrp
{G
A as a full subcategory
of CrsMon
{G
A . In fact, it is more than just a subcategory but special one.
Namely, it is both reflective and coreflective.
We just need one lemma.
Lemma 4.14. Let M be a monoid object in Set
{G
A , and let ϕ : a Ñ b P A.
Then, the map ϕ˚ : Mpbq Ñ Mpaq preserves invertible elements in the monoid
structures.
Proof. If x P Mpbq is invertible in its monoid structure, we can describe the
inverse of ϕ˚pxq PMpaq explicitly as follows:
ϕ˚pxq´1 “ pϕxq˚px´1q .
Indeed, we have
ϕ˚pxqpϕxq˚px´1q “ pϕx
´1xq˚pxqpϕxq˚px´1q “ pϕxq˚pxx´1q “ 1
pϕxq˚px´1qϕ˚pxq “ ϕ˚pxx´1q “ 1
Theorem 4.15. Let A be a small category, and let G be a crossed A-group.
Then, the subcategory CrsGrp
{G
A Ă CrsMon
{G
A is closed under arbitrary (small)
limits and colimits. Consequently, CrsGrp
{G
A Ă CrsMon
{G
A is both reflective
and coreflective as a subcategory; i.e. the inclusion admits both left and right
adjoints.
Proof. We first show CrsGrp
{G
A Ă CrsMon
{G
A is coreflective. The right adjoint
functor J : CrsMon
{G
A Ñ CrsGrp
{G
A is described as follows: for a crossed A-
monoid M over G, the underlying A-set of JpMq is degreewisely the group of
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invertible elements of Mpaq, which actually forms an A-subset of M thanks to
Lemma 4.14. It is easily verified that the composition JpMq ãÑ M Ñ G and
the restricted operations exhibit JpMq as a crossed A-group over G. Note that,
for a crossed A-group H over G, each map f : G Ñ H of crossed A-monoids
preserves invertible elements so it factors through JpMq ãÑM . Moreover, since
JpMq Ñ M is a monomorphism, this factorization is unique. This implies we
have a natural bijection
CrsMon
{G
A pH,Mq – CrsGrp
{G
A pH, JpMqq .
Hence, J is right adjoint to the inclusion.
Next, we prove the closedness properties. As for colimits, it follows from the
coreflectivity proved above, Proposition 2.1, and Corollary 4.12. To see it is also
the case for limits, let H‚ : I Ñ CrsGrp
{G
A be a functor from a small category
I. Since the category CrsMon
{G
A is complete by Corollary 4.12, we can take
the limit in the category CrsMon
{G
A and write H8 :“ limiPI Hi. We have to
show H8 is a crossed A-group. Note that H8 is also the limit in CrsMon
{G
A
of the extended diagram H⊳‚ : I
⊳ “ {v} ‹ I Ñ CrsGrp
{G
A given by
H⊳x “
{
Hx x P I
G x “ v .
In view of Corollary 4.12, limits of connected diagrams in CrsMon
{G
A is com-
puted degreewisely, so for each a P A, we have
H8paq – lim
xPI⊳
H⊳x paq .
The right hand side is a limit of groups, so it is again a group. It follows that H8
is a degreewise group so it belongs to CrsGrp
{G
A by virtue of Proposition 4.13.
To see the last statement, we have to show the embedding CrsGrp
{G
A Ñ
CrsMon
{G
A admits a left adjoint. This follows from the first assertion, Propo-
sition 2.1, and the General Adjoint Functor Theorem.
In summary, we obtain the following adjunctions:
CrsGrpA


//K
K
CrsMonAff
yy ))
K SetA{Sii
where the right one is monadic, and each arrow in right direction creates arbi-
trary limits and filtered colimits.
Remark 4.16. If one knows a terminal crossed A-group TA, then he can prove
Theorem 4.15 in a more concrete way. Indeed, it is a consequence of Theo-
rem 4.10, Theorem 4.15 above, and Corollary 2.4 in [17].
5 Base change of crossed monoids
It is often the case that the category A is related to another category, say A˜,
by a functor ϕ : AÑ A˜ in nature. Such a functor gives rise to adjunctions
ϕ!, ϕ˚ : SetA
K
K
//
%%
77
SetA˜ : ϕ
˚ ,
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where ϕ! and ϕ˚ are the left and right Kan extensions of ϕ respectively along
the Yoneda embedding. More generally, for an A˜-set S˜, the functor ϕ˚ induces
a functor
ϕ˚
S˜
: Set
{S˜
A˜
Ñ Set
{ϕ˚S˜
A ,
which also has both left and right adjoint functors; namely, define ϕS˜! , ϕ
S˜
˚ :
Set
{ϕ˚S˜
A Ñ Set
{S˜
A˜
as follows: for X P Set
{ϕ˚S˜
A , ϕ
S˜
! X :“ ϕ!X with the adjoint
morphism ϕ!X Ñ S, and ϕ
S˜
˚X is the object in the pullback square below:
ϕS˜˚X

//
{¨
ϕ˚X

S˜ // ϕ˚ϕ
˚S˜
Then, we obtain adjunctions
ϕS˜! , ϕ
S˜
˚ : Set
{ϕ˚S˜
A
""
<< Set
{S˜
A˜K
Koo : ϕ˚
S˜
,
The lifts of these functors to the categories of crossed monoids are the central
interest in this section.
Now, fix a functor ϕ : AÑ A˜, and let G˜ be a crossed A˜-group. The notion
of crossed monoids anyway arises from the monoidal structure on the category
of presheaves as mentioned in Section 4, we investigate how the functor ϕ˚
G˜
above relates monoidal structures. At the first glance, one can notice that,
for this question to make sense, we have to give ϕ˚G˜ a structure of A-groups.
Unfortunately, it immediately turns out that there is no canonical way to do
this, so we give up the general cases and concentrate only on faithful functors.
Definition. Let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ be a faithful functor between small categories.
Then, for a crossed A˜-group G˜, ϕ is said to be G˜-stable if for each a, b P A, the
image of the map
ϕ : Apa, bq Ñ A˜pϕpaq, ϕpbqq
is G˜pbq-stable.
For example, fully faithful functors are stable for every crossed group. The
following result is straightforward.
Lemma 5.1. Let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ be a faithful functor between small categories.
Suppose G˜ is a crossed A˜-group such that ϕ is G˜-stable. Then, the A-set ϕ˚G˜
admits a unique structure of crossed A-groups such that
(i) for each a P A, the group structure on ϕ˚G˜paq “ G˜pϕpaqq agrees with the
original one;
(ii) for each a, b P A, the map
ϕ : Apa, bq Ñ A˜pϕpaq, ϕpbqq
is ϕ˚G˜pbq-equivariant.
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In the following, we always regard ϕ˚G˜ as a crossed A-group with the struc-
ture in Lemma 5.1 whenever ϕ is G˜-stable faithful functor. Hence, the monoidal
structure ¸
ϕ˚G˜
on the category Set
{ϕ˚G˜
A makes sense (see Section 4).
Proposition 5.2. Let ϕ : AÑ A˜ be a faithful functor between small categories
which is G˜-stable for a crossed A˜-group G˜. Then, the induced functor
ϕ˚
G˜
: Set
{G˜
A˜
Ñ Set
{ϕ˚G˜
A
is monoidal with respect to the monoidal structures ¸
G˜
and ¸
ϕ˚G˜
.
Proof. Note that, for each X˜, Y˜ P Set
{G˜
A˜
, and for each a P A, we have a canonical
identification
ϕ˚pX˜ ¸
G˜
Y˜ qpaq “ pX˜ ¸
G˜
Y˜ qpϕpaqq “ X˜pϕpaqq ˆ Y˜ pϕpaqq
“ ϕ˚X˜paq ˆ ϕ˚Y˜ paq “ pϕ˚ ˜¸
ϕ˚G˜
ϕ˚Y˜ qpaq .
On the other hand, for each morphism ϕ : aÑ b P A, the induced map
ϕ˚ : X˜pϕpbqq ˆ Y˜ pϕpbqq Ñ X˜pϕpaqq ˆ Y˜ pϕpaqq
is, no matter whether it is considered in ϕ˚pX˜ ¸
G˜
Y˜ q or ϕ˚X˜ ¸
ϕ˚G˜
ϕ˚Y˜ , given
by
ϕ˚px, yq “ ϕpϕq˚px, yq “ ppϕpϕqyq˚pxq, ϕpϕq˚pyqq “ pϕpϕyq˚pxq, ϕpϕq˚pyqq .
Thus, we obtain a canonical identification ϕ˚pX˜¸
G˜
Y˜ q “ ϕ˚X˜¸
ϕ˚G˜
ϕ˚Y˜ , which
makes ϕ into a monoidal functor.
Corollary 5.3. Let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ and G˜ P CrsGrpA˜ be as in Proposition 5.2.
Then, the adjunction ϕ˚
G˜
% ϕG˜˚ induces an adjunction
ϕ
6
G˜
: CrsMon
{G˜
A˜
K
))
CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
Aii : ϕ
G˜
7 .
Proof. The statement is a consequence of Proposition 5.2 and the fact that, for
a monoidal functor F : C Ñ D, the induced functorMonpCq ÑMonpDq admits
a right adjoint as soon as so does F . The reader will find the full proof of this
in the section 2.3 in [19].
Note that the fact we used in the proof of Corollary 5.3 not only shows the
existence of the adjunction but also provides a way to compute it. Indeed, if M˜
is a crossed A˜-monoid over G˜, then ϕ˚
G˜
M˜ has a canonical structure of crossed
A-monoids in view of Proposition 5.2. On the other hand, since the functor
ϕG˜˚ is right adjoint to the monoidal functor ϕ
˚
G˜
, it admits a structure of lax
monoidal functors; namely we have ϕG˜˚ p˚q – ˚ and a natural transformation
µ : ϕG˜X ¸
G˜
ϕG˜Y Ñ ϕG˜˚ pX ¸ϕ˚G˜ Y q
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subject to an appropriate coherence conditions. Then, for each crossed A-
monoid M over ϕ˚G˜, ϕG˜˚M admits a canonical structure of crossed A˜-monoids
over G˜ as
ϕG˜˚M ¸G˜ ϕ
G˜
˚M
µ
ÝÑ ϕG˜˚ pM ¸ϕ˚G˜ Mq Ñ ϕ
G˜
˚M
˚ – ϕG˜˚ p˚q Ñ ϕ
G˜
˚M .
This actually gives the right adjoint ϕG˜7 in the adjunction in Corollary 5.3.
Proposition 5.4. Let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ be a fully faithful functor, and let G˜ be a
crossed A˜-group. Then, the functor ϕG˜7 : CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A Ñ CrsMon
{G˜
A˜
induced
by the right Kan extension of ϕ is fully faithful.
Proof. Since ϕ is fully faithful, the induced functor
ϕ{G˜ : A{pϕ
˚G˜q Ñ A˜{G˜
is also fully faithful. Note that we have canonical identifications
Set
{ϕ˚G˜
A » SetA{ϕ˚G˜ and Set
{G˜
A˜
» SetA˜{G˜
so that the adjunction ϕ˚
G˜
% ϕG˜˚ is identified with the one obtained by the right
Kan extension of ϕ{G˜. Since Kan extensions of fully faithful functors along the
Yoneda embedding are again fully faithful, e.g see Proposition 4.23 in [13], ϕG˜˚
is fully faithful. The last assertion is equivalent to that, for each X P Set
{ϕ˚G˜
A ,
the counit
ϕ˚
G˜
ϕG˜˚X Ñ X (5.1)
is an isomorphism. Note that if X is a crossed A-monoid over ϕ˚G˜, then (5.1)
underlies the counit map ϕ6
G˜
ϕG˜7 X Ñ X . This implies that the right adjoint ϕ
G˜
7
is fully faithful.
Example 5.5. Take A Ñ A˜ to be the inclusion j : ∆ ãÑ ∆˜. The right adjoint
functor j˚ to the restriction j
˚ : Set
∆˜
Ñ Set∆ sends each simplicial set X‚ to
the augmented one j˚X given by
j˚Xp〈n〉q “
{
{pt} n “ 0
Xn´1 n ě 1 .
(5.2)
In particular, we have a canonical isomorphisms
j˚W
∆˜
–W∆ , j˚W∆ –W∆˜ . (5.3)
Now, since the functor j is fully faithful, it is W
∆˜
-stable, so we obtain an
adjunction
j˚W
∆˜
: Set
{W
∆˜
∆˜
K
))
Set
{W∆
∆ii : j
W
∆˜
˚
with j˚W
∆˜
monoidal by Proposition 5.2. We finally obtain an adjunction
j6 : CrsMon∆˜ K
))
CrsMon∆ii : j7 .
Note that, thanks to the equation (5.3), the functor j7 is also given by (5.2) and
fully faithful by virtue of Proposition 5.4.
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Example 5.6. By its construction, the category ∇ is the Kleisli category of the
monad
J : ∆˜Ñ ∆˜ ; 〈n〉 ÞÑ 〈n` 2〉 – {´8} ‹ 〈n〉 ‹ {8} – 〈〈n〉〉 .
In view of this, one can find the right adjoint to the canonical embedding J :
∆˜Ñ ∇; namely
U : ∇Ñ ∆˜ ; 〈〈n〉〉Ñ 〈n` 2〉 .
It turns out that the pullbacks along these functors gives rise to an adjunction
J˚ % U˚ : Set
∆˜
Ñ Set∇, and the uniqueness of right adjoints implies U
˚ – J˚.
More explicitly, the right adjoint J˚ : Set∆˜ Ñ Set∇ is given by
J˚Xp〈〈n〉〉q “ Xp〈n` 2〉q .
The counit X Ñ J˚J
˚X is the monomorphism described as follows: consider
the map τn : 〈〈n` 2〉〉Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 defined by
τnpiq “

´8 i “ ´8, 1
i´ 1 2 ď i ď n` 1
8 i “ n` 2,8 .
Then, each component X Ñ J˚J
˚X is the map induced by τn:
τ˚n : Xp〈〈n〉〉q Ñ J˚J
˚Xp〈〈n〉〉q “ Xp〈〈n` 2〉〉q .
In particular, as for the Weyl crossed interval group W∇, the unit map W∇ Ñ
J˚J
˚W∇ exhibits W∇p〈〈n〉〉q as a subset of W∇p〈〈n ` 2〉〉q given by{
pσ; ε1, . . . , εn`2; θq PW∇p〈〈n` 2〉〉q
∣∣∣∣ σp{1, n` 2}q “ {1, n` 2} ,σ|{1,n`2} “ ε1 “ εn`2 “ θ
}
.
On the other hand, we have
J˚W∇ – Hˆ C2 –W∆˜ ˆ C2 .
Since W
∆˜
is the terminal object in CrsMon
∆˜
, giving a map M Ñ J˚W∇
of augmented crossed simplicial monoid is equivalent to giving an augmented
simplicial map M Ñ C2 which is a degreewise monoid homomorphism. Hence,
for M P CrsMon
{W
∆˜
ˆC2
∆˜
with associated map θ :M Ñ C2, we have
JW∇7 Mp〈〈n〉〉q “
{
x PMp〈n` 2〉q
∣∣∣∣ xp{1, n` 2}q “ {1, n` 2},x|{1,n`2} “ ε1pxq “ εn`2pxq “ θpxq
}
,
where we write px; ε1pxq, . . . , εn`2pxqq the image of x in W∆˜. It exactly gives
the right adjoint in the adjunction
J
6
W∇
: CrsMon∇ K
))
CrsMon
{W
∆˜
ˆC2
∆˜
ii : J
W∇
7 . (5.4)
Note that this adjunction extends to the right: namely, the projection W
∆˜
ˆ
C2 Ñ W∆˜, which is the unique map of augmented crossed simplicial groups
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between them, gives rise to an adjunction
CrsMon
{W
∆˜
ˆC2
∆˜
K
))
ii CrsMon∆˜(
M ÑW
∆˜
ˆ C2
) ✤ // M(
M ˆ C2 ÑW∆˜ ˆ C2
) ✤oo M
(5.5)
Combining (5.4) with (5.5), we obtain an adjunction
J6 : CrsMon∇ K
))
CrsMon
∆˜ii : J7 .
We next discuss the other adjunction ϕG˜! % ϕ
˚
G˜
induced by the left Kan
extension of a G˜-stable faithful functor ϕ : AÑ A˜. In contrast to the right Kan
extension, the functor ϕG˜! itself does not induce any functor on the category of
monoids in general. We hence need to begin with the construction of the left
adjoint to the functor
ϕ
6
G˜
: CrsMon
{G˜
A˜
Ñ CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A
directly. Fortunately, we can make use of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.7 (Adjoint Lifting Theorem, Theorem 4.5.6 in [3]). Suppose we
have a square of functors
M
Q //
U

–
N
V

C
R // D
which is commutative up to a natural isomorphism, and suppose M has all
coequalizers. Then, Q has a left adjoint as soon as so does R. More precisely,
if F % U , G % V , and L % R, so FL % RU – V Q, then the left adjoint
K : N ÑM to Q is defined by the coequalizer sequence
FLV GV pNq
FLV ε, ωV
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ FLV pNq Ñ KpNq , (5.6)
in M, where ε : GV Ñ Id is the counit of the adjunction, and ω is the compo-
sition
α : G
GηFL%VQ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ GV QFL
εQFL
ÝÝÝÝÑ QFL
ω : FLV G
FLV α
ÝÝÝÝÑ FLV QFL
εFL%VQFL
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ FL .
Remark 5.8. One can deduce Theorem 5.7 from, besides the direct proof, a
more general theorem called Adjoint Triangle Theorem. We refer the reader to
[6] and [20].
We can apply Theorem 5.7 in our situation anyway, i.e. to the square
CrsMon
{G˜
A˜
ϕ
6
G˜ //
UG˜

CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A
Uϕ
˚G˜

Set
{G˜
A˜
ϕ˚
G˜ // Set
{ϕ˚G˜
A
. (5.7)
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To obtain a more explicit description, however, we need to know more about
each involved functor. In particular, since all the right adjoints just forget
structures, it is enough to care about the left adjoints. We first look at the free
functor
FG : Set
{G
A Ñ CrsMon
{G
A
for a crossed A-group G. This functor is the one appeared in Theorem 4.10 and
computed as follows: for each X P Set
{G
A with the structure map p : X Ñ G,
FGX is, as an A-set, degreewisely the free monoid generated by X with the
structure map
ϕ˚ : FGXpbq Ñ FGXpaq
x1x2 . . . xn ÞÑ pϕ
ppx2q...ppxnqq˚px1qpϕ
ppx3q...ppxnqq˚px2q . . . ϕ
˚pxnq .
for each ϕ : aÑ b P A. The map FGX Ñ G is the induced one.
On the other hand, for a functor ϕ : A Ñ A˜, its left Kan extension ϕ! :
SetA Ñ SetA˜ along the Yoneda embedding is realized as follows: for X P SetA
and for a˜ P A˜, ϕ!Xpa˜q is the quotient set{
px, ϕ˜q
∣∣∣ x P Xpbq, ϕ˜ P A˜pa˜, ϕpbqq for b P A}/ „
by the equivalence relation „ generated by
pθ˚pxq, ϕ˜q „ px, ϕpθqϕ˜q
for each triples px, ϕ˜, θq such that both sides make sense. We write rx, ϕ˜s P
ϕ!Xpa˜q the equivalence class represented by the pair px, ϕ˜q. If X is equipped
with an A-map f : X Ñ ϕ˚S˜, then we have an A˜-map
ϕ!X Ñ S˜ ; rx, ϕ˜s ÞÑ ϕ˜
˚pfpxqq ,
which exactly gives the functor ϕS˜! : Set
{ϕ˚S˜
A Ñ Set
{S˜
A˜
.
Combining the observations above and Theorem 5.7, we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 5.9. Let G˜ be a crossed A˜-group, and let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ be a G˜-stable
faithful functor. Then, the pullback ϕ6
G˜
admits a left adjoint functor ϕG˜5 so to
form an adjunction
ϕG˜5 : CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A K
))
CrsMon
{G˜
A˜
ii : ϕ
6
G˜
.
More precisely, for each M P CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A with the structure map p : M Ñ
ϕ˚G˜, the crossed A˜-monoid ϕG˜5 M over G˜ is given as follows: for each a˜ P A˜, the
monoid ϕG˜5 Mpa˜q is obtained as the quotient of the free monoid with generating
set {
px, ϕ˜q
∣∣∣ x PMpbq, ϕ˜ P A˜pa˜, ϕpbqq for b P A} (5.8)
by the congruence relation „ generated by
peb, ϕ˜q „ ea , pxy, ϕ˜q „ px, ϕ˜
yqpy, ϕ˜q , pθ˚pzq, ϕ˜q „ pz, ϕpθqϕ˜q
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for x, y, z, ϕ˜, θ such that each sides makes sense. For each ψ˜ : b˜ Ñ a˜ P A˜, the
map ψ˜˚ : ϕG˜5 Mpa˜q Ñ ϕ
G˜
5 M p˜bq is given by
ψ˜prx1, ϕ˜1s . . . rxn, ϕ˜nsq “ rx1, ψ˜
ϕ˜˚2 pppx2qq...ϕ˜
˚
n pppxnqqϕ˜1s . . . rxn, ψ˜ϕ˜ns .
Finally, ϕG˜5 M Ñ G˜ is the one generated by rx, ϕ˜s ÞÑ ϕ˜
˚pppxqq.
Proof. We apply Theorem 5.7 to the diagram (5.7). To simplify the notation,
we write G :“ ϕ˚G˜ and omit all the forgetful functors from formulas. Then,
the first thing we need is to know the two morphisms
F G˜ϕG˜! ε, ω : F
G˜ϕG˜! F
GM Ñ F G˜ϕG˜! M (5.9)
of (5.6) for each M P CrsGrp
{G
A . According to the discussion above, for each
a˜ P A˜, the elements of F G˜ϕG˜! F
GMpa˜q are finite words in the quotient set{
px1, . . . , xn; ϕ˜q
∣∣∣ n P N, xi PMpbq, ϕ˜ P A˜pa˜, ϕpbqq for b P A}/ „
by the equivalence relation „ generated by
px1, . . . , xn;ϕpθqϕ˜q „ ppθ
x2...xnq˚px1q, . . . , θ
˚pxnq; ϕ˜q .
We write rx1, . . . , xn; ϕ˜s the equivalence class represented by the tuple px1, . . . , xn; ϕ˜q.
On the other hand, F G˜ϕG˜! Mpa˜q is the set of words in the set ϕ
G˜
! Mpa˜q, which is
obtained as the quotient of the set (5.8) as mentioned just before Theorem 5.9.
Then, the direct computation shows the two maps in (5.9) are the monoid ho-
momorphisms generated by the maps
rx1, . . . , xn; ϕ˜s
ÞÑ rx1 . . . xn, ϕ˜s, rx1, ϕ˜
x2...xns . . . rxn, ϕ˜s ,
where one multiplies x1, . . . , xn in M while the other distributes the brackets.
Therefore one obtains the required presentation.
Corollary 5.10. Let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ be a fully faithful functor, and let G˜ be a
crossed A˜-group. Then, the left adjoint functor ϕG˜5 : CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A Ñ CrsMon
{G˜
A˜
to the pullback ϕ6
G˜
is fully faithful.
Proof. Suppose ϕ is fully faithful, so we may regard A as a full subcategory of
A˜. It suffices to show the unit M Ñ ϕ6
G˜
ϕG˜5 M of the adjunction ϕ
G˜
5 % ϕ
6
G˜
is an
isomorphism for each M P CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A . Note that, for a P A, it is given by
Mpaq Ñ ϕ6
G˜
ϕG˜5 Mpaq “ ϕ
G˜
5 Mpaq ; x ÞÑ rx, ids . (5.10)
On the other hand, since A is a full subcategory of A˜, we have
ry, ϕ˜s “ rϕ˜˚pyq, ids
for each y PMpbq and ϕ˜ P A˜pa, bq “ Apa, bq. This implies that the map (5.10) is
surjective. Moreover, the faithfulness of the left Kan extension ϕG˜! : Set
{ϕ˚G˜
A Ñ
SetG˜
A˜
implies that rx, ids “ rx1, ids if and only if x “ x1. Thus, (5.10) is also
injective, so we obtain the result.
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Remark 5.11. Corollary 5.10 also follows from Proposition 5.4 and the fact that,
for adjunctions L % F % R, L is fully faithful if and only if so is R. It seems to
be a kind of falklore while the reader will find proofs in [9] and [14].
Example 5.12. Take ϕ to be the embedding j : ∆Ñ ∆˜ and G˜ “ W
∆˜
, then we
obtain an adjunction
j5 : CrsMon∆ K
))
CrsMon
∆˜ii : j
6 (5.11)
by Theorem 5.9. Since j is fully faithful, by virtue of Corollary 5.10, for every
every crossed simplicial monoid M‚, we have a canonical identification
j5Mp〈n〉q –Mn´1
for each n ě 1. On the other hand, since the only object 〈0〉 P ∆˜ outside the
image of j is initial, for the left Kan extension j!M , we have
j!Mp〈0〉q – colim
∆
M‚ – coeq
(
M1
d0,d1
ÝÝÝÝÝÑÝÝÝÝÝÑ M0
)
– π0pMq ,
where π0pMq is the set of connected components of the simplicial set M . We
claim π0pMq inherits a structure of monoids through the quotient map M0 Ñ
π0pMq. Note that π0pMq is obtained as the quotient of M0 by the equivalence
relation „ generated by
d0x „ d1x
for each x P M1. Hence, to verify the claim, it suffices to find z, z
1 P M1 which
support
u ¨ d0x „ u ¨ d1x , d0x ¨ u „ d1x ¨ u
respectively for every x P M1 and u P M0. Actually, we can take z :“ s0u ¨ x
and z1 :“ x ¨ s0u; indeed, we have
diz “ dxpiqs0u ¨ dix “ u ¨ dix ,
diz
1 “ ds0upiqx ¨ dis0u “ ds0upiqx ¨ u .
It turns out that the monoidal structure on π0M above makes not only the
map M0 Ñ π0M but also Mn Ñ π0M for arbitrary n P N into a monoid
homomorphism. Finally, the left adjoint functor j5 in (5.11) is given by
j5Mp〈n〉q –
{
π0M n “ 0
Mn´1 n ě 1 ,
where π0M is equipped with the monoid structure given above.
Example 5.13. Take ϕ to be the functor J : ∆˜ Ñ ∇. Set I to be the set of
morphisms ϕ : 〈〈m〉〉Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 P ∇ such that it restricts to a bijection
ϕ´1{1, . . . , n}Ñ {1, . . . , n} .
It is known that every morphism in ∇ uniquely factors through a morphism in I
followed by one in the image of J. This factorization gives us a nice description
of the left Kan extension functor
J! : Set∆˜ Ñ Set∇
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as follows: for an augmented simplicial set X , J!Xp〈〈n〉〉q is the set
{px, ρq | k P N, x P Xpkq, ρ : 〈〈n〉〉Ñ 〈〈k〉〉 P I} (5.12)
For ϕ : 〈〈m〉〉 Ñ 〈〈n〉〉 P ∇, the induced map ϕ˚ : J!Xp〈〈n〉〉q Ñ J!Xp〈〈m〉〉q is
given by
ϕ˚px, ρq “ pµ˚pxq, ρϕq ,
where pµ, ρϕq is the unique pair of morphisms with µ P Jp∆˜q, ρϕ P I, and
µρϕ “ ρϕ. Thus, the left adjoint J
W∇
5 in the adjunction
JW∇5 : CrsMon
{W
∆˜
ˆC2
∆˜
K
))
CrsMon∇ii : J
6
W∇
(5.13)
is described as follows: forM P CrsMon
{W
∆˜
ˆC2
∆˜
with the associated augmented
simplicial map θ : M Ñ C2, J
W∇
5 Mp〈〈n〉〉q is the quotient of the free monoid
over the set defined similarly to (5.12) by the congruence relation generated by
pxy, ρq „ px, ρθpyqqpy, ρq , pek, ρq „ en . (5.14)
In particular, if θ : M Ñ C2 is trivial, the relation (5.14) gives rise to an
isomorphism
J5Mp〈〈n〉〉q – ˚
ρ:〈〈n〉〉Ñ〈〈k〉〉PI
Mp〈k〉q ,
where the right hand side is the free product of monoids.
To end the section, we mention crossed groups. We saw above that the Kan
extensions along stable faithful functors give rise to adjunctions between the
category of crossed monoids. Notice that all the construction can be described
as limits and colimits, at least degreewisely. On the other hand, in view of
Theorem 4.15, the subcategory CrsGrpA Ă CrsMonA is closed under both
limits and colimits. This implies all the discussion above restricts to crossed
groups, so we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.14. Let ϕ : A Ñ A˜ be a faithful functor, and let G˜ be a crossed
A˜-group such that ϕ is G˜-stable. Then, the adjunctions
ϕG˜5 , ϕ
G˜
7 : CrsMon
{ϕ˚G˜
A
""
<< CrsMon
{G˜
A˜K
Koo : ϕ6
G˜
given in Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.9 restrict to
ϕG˜5 , ϕ
G˜
7 : CrsGrp
{ϕ˚G˜
A
""
<< CrsGrp
{G˜
A˜K
Koo : ϕ6
G˜
.
Moreover, if ϕ is fully faithful, so are ϕG˜5 and ϕ
G˜
7 even after restricted to crossed
groups.
Appendix A Classification of crossed interval groups
In this appendix, we give a complete list of crossed interval subgroups of the
terminal crossed interval group W∇. As mentioned at the end of Section 3, this
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gives us a classification of crossed interval groups up to non-crossed parts (see
Proposition 3.18). Recall that, according to the computation in Example 3.17,
we have
W∇p〈〈n〉〉q – Hn ˆ C2 , (A.1)
where Hn is the n-th hyperoctahedral group, and C2 is the group of order 2.
At first glance, this looks pretty nice; we have an excellent theorem, namely,
Goursat’s Lemma [11] to seek subgroups of a product of groups. Unfortunately,
the “product” in (A.1) is, however, not actually the product of interval sets;
namely, the second component C2 is not really closed under the interval set
structure so that the projections HnˆC2 Ñ Hn fails to define a map of interval
sets. This is because of the morphisms in ∇ outside the image of ∆˜, so we first
consider its restriction to ∆˜. Indeed, let j : ∆˜Ñ ∇ be the functor given by
jp〈n〉q “ 〈〈n〉〉
(see Example 5.6). Since j isW∇-stable faithful functor, in view of Corollary 5.3,
it induces a functor
j6 : CrsGrp∇ Ñ CrsGrp
{j˚W∇
∆˜
.
A good news is that (A.1) now exhibits j6W∇ as a product W∆˜ ˆ C2 of aug-
mented simplicial sets, where C2 is the constant augmented simplicial set at
C2. Note that j
6 is faithful so it preserves monomorphisms. Hence every crossed
interval subgroups of W∇ is sent to an augmented crossed simplicial subgroup
of j6W∇ –W∆˜ ˆ C2.
To compute all the augmented crossed simplicial subgroups of W
∆˜
ˆC2, we
establish a crossed analogue of Goursat’s Lemma. This can actually be done for
general base categories A.
Lemma A.1. Let A be a small category. Suppose we are given an inclusion
N ãÑ G of crossed A-groups such that Npaq Ă Gpaq is a normal subgroup for
each a P A. Then, the family {Gpaq{Npaq}a admits a unique structure of A-sets
such that the canonical map Gpaq։ Gpaq{Npaq is a map of A-sets.
Proof. The uniqueness follows from the surjectivity of each mapGpaq Ñ Gpaq{Npaq.
We show that, for each ϕ : bÑ a P A, the map
ϕ˚ : Gpaq{Npaq Ñ Gpbq{Npbq ; xNpaq Ñ ϕ˚pxqNpbq (A.2)
is well-defined. Note that, since Npaq and Npbq are normal, it is equivalent
to see the same statement for right cosets. For each x P Gpaq and for every
u P Npaq, we have
ϕ˚puxq “ pϕxq˚puqϕ˚pxq .
Since N is a crossed A-subgroup of G, pϕxq˚puq P Npbq so we obtain ϕ˚puxq P
Npbqϕ˚pxq. This immediately implies (A.2) in fact defines an A-set structure
on the family {Gpaq{Npaq}a. The required property is easily verified.
In what follows, we write G{N the A-set obtained in Lemma A.1. Notice
that it admits a canonical degreewise group structure induced from G.
Similarly to the ordinary Grousat’s Lemma, we aim to present subgroups of
a product of crossed A-groups in terms of subgroups of each components. Here,
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the term “product” is ambiguous; indeed, the cartesian product in the category
CrsGrpA does not always agree with the product of A-sets, while the latter
does not always produce crossed A-groups even if made from crossed A-groups.
For example, our target W
∆˜
ˆ C2 is not a cartesian product in the category
CrsGrp
∆˜
. Hence, we need to find an appropriate notion to substitute for
products. A key observation is that, for a group G, to establish an isomorphism
G – Gp1q ˆ Gp2q, it suffices to find a pair pGp1q, Gp2qq of subgroups of G such
that G is generated by Gp1q YGp2q and
Gp1q XGp2q “ rGp1q, Gp2qs “ {e} ,
where the middle is the commutator subgroup.
Definition. Let A be a small category. A crossed A-group G is said to be a
virtual product of crossed A-subgroups Gp1q and Gp2q if the following conditions
hold:
(i) the map Gp1q ˚Gp2q Ñ G induced by the inclusions is an epimorphism in
CrsGrpA, where G
p1q ˚Gp2q is the free product (see Proposition 2.1);
(ii) the pullback Gp1qˆGG
p2q is trivial; roughly, we often write Gp1qXGp2q “ ˚;
(iii) for each a P A, the commutator subgroup rGp1qpaq, Gp2qpaqs Ă Gpaq is
trivial; in other words, elements of Gp1q and Gp2q commute with each
other.
Lemma A.2. Let A be a small category, and let G be a crossed A-group which
is a virtual product of crossed A-subgroups Gp1q and Gp2q. Then, for every
morphism ϕ : aÑ b, and for each element xi P G
piq for i “ 1, 2, we have
pϕx2q˚px1q “ ϕ
˚px1q , pϕ
x1q˚px2q “ ϕ
˚px2q .
Proof. The condition on crossed groups implies
ϕ˚px1x2q “ pϕ
x2q˚px1qϕ
˚px2q , ϕ
˚px2x1q “ pϕ
x1q˚px2qϕ
˚px1q .
Since the commutator subgroups rGp1qpaq, Gp2qpaqs Ă Gpaq and rGp1qpbq, Gp2qpbqs Ă
Gpbq are trivial, the elements above equal, and we obtain
ϕ˚px1q
´1pϕx2q˚px1q “ pϕ
x1q˚px2qϕ
˚px2q
´1 .
The left hand side belongs to Gp1qpbq while the right to Gp2qpbq, so both belong
to Gp1qpbq XGp2qpbq “ {e}. Thus, the result follows.
Theorem A.3 (Goursat’s Lemma for crossed groups). Let A be a small cat-
egory. Suppose G is a crossed A-group which is a virtual product of crossed
A-subgroups Gp1q, Gp2q Ă G. Then, there is a 1-1 correspondence between the
following data:
(a) a crossed A-subgroup H of G;
(b) a quintuple pH˜p1q, Hp1q; H˜p2q, Hp2q;χq of
(i) crossed A-subgroups Hpiq Ă H˜piq Ă Gpiq for i “ 1, 2 so that Hpiqpaq
is a normal subgroup in H˜piqpaq for each a P A;
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(ii) a map χ : H˜p1q{Hp1q Ñ H˜p2q{Hp2q of A-sets which is a degreewise
group isomorphism.
Proof. We denote by SubpGq the set of crossed A-subgroups of G and by
GoupGp1q, Gp2qq the set of quintuples as in (b). ForQ “ pH˜p1q, Hp1q; H˜p2q, Hp2q;χq P
GoupGp1q, Gp2qq, consider the subset
HQpaq :“
{
x1x2
∣∣∣ x1 P H˜p1qpaq, x2 P H˜p2qpaq, χ(x1Hp1qpaq) “ x2Hp2qpaq}
of Gpaq for each a P A. We see the family HQ “ {HQpaq}a forms a crossed
A-subgroup of G. Since rGp1qpaq, Gp2qpaqs “ ˚ and χ is a degreewise group
isomorphism, HQ is a degreewise subgroup of G. On the other hand, for ϕ :
b Ñ a P A, Lemma A.2 implies that, for each x1x2 P HQpaq with xi P H˜piqpaq
and χ
(
x1H
p1qpaq
)
“ x2H
p2qpaq,
ϕ˚px1x2q “ pϕ
x2q˚px1qϕ
˚px2q “ ϕ
˚px1qϕ
˚px2q .
Since χ is an A-map, we have
χ
(
ϕ˚px1qH
p1qpbq
)
“ ϕ˚χ
(
x1H
p1qpaq
)
“ ϕ˚px2qH
p2qpbq
so ϕ˚px1x2q P H
Qpbq. Hence, HQ Ă G is closed under both the degreewise
group structure and the A-set structure so to define a crossed A-subgroup.
Now, consider the map
GoupGp1q, Gp2qq Ñ SubpGq ; Q ÞÑ HQ . (A.3)
We show it admits an inverse. Suppose H Ă G is a crossed A-subgroup. For
{i, j} “ {1, 2}, and for a P A, we define
H˜piqpaq :“
{
xi P G
piqpaq
∣∣∣ Dxj P Gpjqpaq : xixj P Hpaq}
Hpiqpaq “ Gpiqpaq XHpaq .
Note that the family H˜piq “ {H˜piqpaq}a forms a crossed A-subgroup of Gpiq as
well as Hpiq “ {Hpiqpaq}a. Indeed, if px1, x2q, px11, x
1
2q P G
p1qpaq ˆ Gp2qpaq are
pairs with x1x2, x
1
1x
1
2 P Hpaq, and if ϕ : bÑ a P A, then by Lemma A.2,
px1x
1
1qpx2x
1
2q “ px1x2qpx
1
1x
1
2q P Hpaq ,
ϕ˚px1qϕ
˚px2q “ ϕ
˚px1x2q P Hpbq .
(A.4)
On the other hand, Hpiqpaq is clearly a normal subgroup of Hpaq. Moreover, for
xi P H˜
piqpaq, take an element xj P G
pjqpaq with xixj P Hpaq, then
xiH
piqpaq “ xixjH
piqpaqx´1j “ pxixjH
piqpaqpxixjq
´1qxi “ H
piqpaqxi ,
which implies Hpiqpaq is a normal subgroup of H˜piqpaq. Hence, by Lemma A.1,
we obtain two A-sets H˜p1q{Hp1q and H˜p2q{Hp2q that are degreewise groups.
Define a map χHa : pH˜
p1q{Hp1qqpaq Ñ pH˜p2q{Hp2qqpaq so that
χHa
(
x1H
p1qpaq
)
“ x2H
p2qpaq
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if and only if x1x2 P Hpaq. It is easily verified that such a map χa is uniquely
determined by the crossedA-subgroupH Ă G. Furthermore, the formulae (A.4)
implies that χH “ {χHa }a defines an A-map H˜
p1q{Hp1q Ñ H˜p2q{Hp2q that is a
degreewise group isomorphism. We write
QH :“ pH˜p1q, Hp1q; H˜p2q, Hp2q;χHq
the resulting quintuple. Then, clearly QH P GoupGp1q, Gp2qq, and the classical
Goursat’s Lemma for groups shows that the assignment H ÞÑ QH gives the
inverse of the map (A.3).
In the rest, we compute all the crossed interval subgroups of W∇. To begin
with, we focus on the crossed interval subgroup H Ă W∇ of hyperoctahedral
groups whose structure is given in Example 1.10. Since we have j˚H – W
∆˜
,
crossed interval subgroups of H are augmented crossed simplicial subgroups of
W
∆˜
closed under the structure of interval sets. As a result of [10], we have
a complete list of crossed simplicial subgroups of W∆ as in Table 1 in Exam-
ple 3.19. In view of Example 5.5, to obtain a complete list of augmented crossed
simplicial subgroups of W
∆˜
, we only have to shift the list in simplicial case by
1. Hence, the result is indicated in Table 2: It is seen that, among Table 2,
name symbol group at 〈n〉
Trivial ˚ 1
Reflexive C2 C2
Cyclic Λ Cn
Dihedral D Dn
Symmetric S Sn
Reflexosymmetric S˜ Sn ˆ C2
Weyl (Hyperoctahedral) W
∆˜
– H Hn
Table 2: The augmented crossed simplicial subgroups of W
∆˜
crossed interval subgroups are precisely the trivial one ˚, the symmetric one S,
and the hyperoctahedral one H itself.
Now suppose H ĂW∇ is a crossed interval subgroup. Since the augmented
crossed simplicial group j˚W∇ “ W∆˜ ˆ C2 is, as suggested by the notation, a
virtual product of W
∆˜
– H and C2, Theorem A.3 implies there is an associ-
ated quintuple pH˜p1q, Hp1q; H˜p2q, Hp2q;χHq of augmented crossed simplicial sub-
groups Hp1q Ă H˜p1q Ă H, Hp2q Ă H˜p2q Ă C2, and χ : H˜
p1q{Hp1q – H˜p2q{Hp2q.
In particular, according to the proof of Theorem A.3, Hp1q “ H X H is an in-
tersection of crossed interval subgroups of W∇, so H
p1q is a crossed interval
subgroup of H, which is either ˚, S, or H by the argument above. On the other
hand, since H˜p2q{Hp2q is a subquotient of the group C2, it is, degreewisely, of
order at most 2. Thus, the isomorphism χH is, if exists, uniquely determined
by the other data pH˜p1q, Hp1q; H˜p2q, Hp2qq, so we can omit it in what follows. As
a result, all the possibilities of the quadruple are listed below:
p˚, ˚; ˚, ˚q , pS,S; ˚, ˚q , pH,H; ˚, ˚q , p˚, C2; ˚, C2q ,
pS, S˜; ˚, C2q , p˚, ˚;C2, C2q , pS,S;C2, C2q , pH,H;C2, C2q .
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It turns out that the sixth and seventh do not produce crossed interval sub-
groups while the others do. Hence, we finally obtain the list of crossed interval
subgroups of W∇ (Table 3).
name symbol group at 〈〈n〉〉 associatedquadruple
Trivial ˚ 1 p˚, ˚; ˚, ˚q
Reflexive C2 C2 p˚, C2; ˚, C2q
Symmetric S Sn pS,S; ˚, ˚q
Reflexosymmetric S˜ Sn ˆ C2 pS, S˜; ˚, C2q
Hyperoctahedral H Hn pH,H; ˚, ˚q
Weyl W∇ Hn ˆ C2 pH,H;C2, C2q
Table 3: The crossed interval subgroups of W∇
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